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ADMINISTRATIVE DATA SECTION

Management Information

The historic Nauset Beach lighthouses, commonly known as the Three

Sisters, are tapering circular towers of wood frame construction with

white shingle siding. They are also known as the Beacon (with its

lantern intact) and the Twins from their periods of use as parts of

summer cottages. This report describes the Three Sisters as they

appeared when inspected in February and June 1983. After June 1983,

the wings of the Beacon (added for summer cottage purposes) were

demolished and the Beacon was moved on September 13, 1983 to a

temporary storage location near the Twins.

Proposed Use . , .

The National Park Service intends to move the Three Sisters to a

new site, restore their linear arrangement, and restore the lighthouses

for interpretation to park visitors.

Planning Background

1

.

The Master Plan for Cape Cod National Seashore was approved

in October 1970.

2. Topographical surveys of the Nauset Beach and Doane Rock

areas were conducted by Sewall Co. and are filed as drawings

numbered 609/41,034 and 609/41,036 at the Denver Service

Center.

3. The Historic Resource Study for Cape Cod National Seashore

was approved in February 1979.



4. An Assessment of Alternatives was prepared in July 1978 and a

supplement to it was prepared in March 1980.

5. The Finding of No Significant Impact is dated August 1980.

6. The Development Concept Plan for the Eastham Area was

approved in September 1981. The treatment of the Three

Sisters falls under the general guidance of this document.

7. Comprehensive Design for the development of the Nauset Light

Beach Complex was approved in September 1982.

8. The addendum to the task directive that has governed the

production of this report was approved in May 1983.

The history and architecture components of this historic structure

report were prepared concurrently. The project historian, A. Berle

Clemensen, has done a thorough job of research at the usual (and some

out of the way) repositories of documentary records.

Information relating directly to the structures at the Nauset Beach

Light Station has been extracted from the history component and

presented as a "Brief History of Physical Changes" and a "Chronology of

Structures at Nauset Beach Light" in the architecture component.

In the course of our architectural research, we have come across two

possible avenues for further research. The stencil "B. James & Co."

found on one of the lantern deck beams in the North Twin suggests

research into the history of commercial building supply companies on Cape

Cod to learn more about the suppliers of materials for the lighthouses.

In the course of our effort to locate original drawings for the lighthouses

or their lanterns, we learned that the lanterns were not built in

accordance with any of the standard designs that had been used by the

Lighthouse Service since 1873. A thorough study of America's

Lighthouses : Their Illustrated History Since 1716 by Francis Ross

Holland, Jr. identified a similar lantern atop the Aransas Pass Lighthouse



in Texas. Mr. Holland's 1976 publication, The Aransas Pass Light

Station : A History , revealed that Hayward, Bartlett and Company, a

Baltimore iron foundry, had fabricated the lantern for the Aransas Pass

Lighthouse. Telephone calls to the present owner of the light station,

Mr. Charles C. Butt, and to the keeper of the light confirmed details of

construction of the two lanterns to be identical. The details that were

checked were: the three piece cast iron sill, the shape of the glazing

bars, and the number and size of plate glass lights. Further research

into the history of Hayward, Bartlett and Company might prove

conclusively that the lantern now on the Beacon was indeed fabricated by

them. It would certainly be of academic value and it might show that the

Three Sisters are more significant historically than is now thought.

Proposed Treatment and Justification

Because the Three Sisters are included in a thematic nomination of

Massachusetts lighthouses to the National Register of Historic Places, they

are subject to the requirements of the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation's "Procedures for the Protection of the Historic and Cultural

Environment" (36 CFR Part 800), and the Regional Director shall, in

consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer, apply the

Advisory Council's "Criteria of Effect" (Section 800.8) and "Criteria of

Adverse Effect" (Section 800.9) and afford the Advisory Council the

opportunity to review and/or comment on any treatment proposal.

The approved development concept plan (DCP) for the Eastham area

proposed the following treatment for the Three Sisters:

The Three Sisters of Nauset (the Beacon and Towers) will be

resited on a location on the west side of Ocean View Drive

approximately midway between Doane and Cable roads on what

is presently town land. Approximately 2 acres will be acquired

through exchange, purchase, or donation to provide a setting

for the lighthouses and a 15 car, short term (30 minutes)

parking area.



With the Beacon on the south, all three lighthouses will be set

approximately 150 feet appart from each other. All will receive

exterior restoration in accordance with an historic structure

report. Interiors will be stabilized except for the Beacons,

which may be restored if sufficient information becomes

available.

An interpretive wayside will provide the history and

significance of these structures. As staffing permits, the

interior of the Beacon will be open for public viewing and

interpretation

.

With minor changes for historical accuracy, this proposed treatment

is presented as the restoration alternative in this report. Any deviation

from the actions proposed in the DCP will require compliance as stated in

this section. However, a PMOA is in effect which covers the restoration

alternative and would obviate the need to return to the SHPO and ACHP

under the 36CFR800 regulations cited.

Recommended Treatment for Materials Collected in Preparing Report

Paint samples and a piece of shingle from the Beacon will be

forwarded to the North Atlantic Historic Preservation Center for inclusion

in their collection. A short length of cornice molding from the Beacon

doorway will be returned to Cape Cod National Seashore to be held by

them for reinstallation during the restoration project.

1. Development Concept Plan and Transportation Analysis, Eastham
Area, Cape Cod National Seashore.



PHYSICAL HISTORY AND ANALYSIS SECTION





HISTORY COMPONENT

Significance i

The significance of the Three Sisters is related to their role in

coastal navigation, in the history of lighthouses, in local history, and as

landmarks (in the literal sense as objects by which travelers, whether on

land or sea, may orient themselves). Although the Twins lost their lights

and lanterns some time between 1910 and 1918 and the Beacon has been

out of service since 1923, together they may constitute the only surviving

set of triple lights in the United States. The process of phasing out and

dismantling multiple lights in separate structures at one location (such as

the three lights at Holme's Hole in New England) began in the late 1850's.

Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, the lantern on the Beacon is

one of two of its type in existence and the only one in federal ownership.

General Background of the Lighthouse Establishment

By an act of August 7, 1789, the United States government accepted

cession of the title to coastal lighthouses from the several states and

agreed to maintain them. The states ceded their lights between 1789 and

1797, with Massachusetts turning its eight lights over to the national

government in 1790. Lighthouse administration was placed within the

Treasury Department where the secretary had direct oversight until

May 8, 1792, when control was vested with the newly-created

commissioner of revenue. On April 6, 1802, the office of the

commissioner of revenue was abolished and the secretary of the treasury

again resumed direct management. Eleven years later the office of the

commissioner of revenue was re-established with supervision of the

lighthouses as one of the duties. An act of December 23, 1817, however,

eliminated the office of commissioner of revenue for a second time as of

January 1, 1820. On the latter date, control of the Lighthouse



Establishment came under the province of the fifth auditor of the

treasury.

Stephen Pleasonton, the fifth auditor, controlled the lights for 32

years until the Lighthouse Board was created on October 9, 1852.

Pleasonton, an accountant by training, had little knowledge of lights or

their operation. His main concern was keeping costs below governmental

appropriations so that he could return money to the treasury each fiscal

year. Early in his administration, Pleasonton came to rely upon Winslow

Lewis, a former Massachusetts sea captain, who advised him on the needs
2

of the Lighthouse Establishment.

In 1810, Winslow Lewis developed a version of the Argand lamp and

parabolic reflector for use in lighthouses. When his near parabolic device

proved successful after testing in the Boston light, Lewis offered to sell

the patent to the United States government and refit each of the existing

49 lighthouses with his contrivance. Congress accepted the offer in 1812.

Thus, Lewis' lamp became the accepted illuminant until conversion to the

Fresnel lens system in the 1850s. It was through this affiliation that
3

Stephen Pleasonton came to know Winslow Lewis.

Pleasonton executed the orders of Congress to construct lights and

fixed their location, if necessary. Actually, the collector of customs

nearest the light was designated local superintendent. He was the

individual who approved the exact site for a lighthouse and hired a

construction overseer to ensure that the contractor built the structure

according to specifications. During most of Pleasonton's tenure, the

Lighthouse Establishment did not employ architects or engineers to design

1. Arnold B. Johnson, The Modern Light-House Service (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 189^517 PP^ lT-4; George Weiss, The
Lighthouse Service : Its History , Activities and Organization

,
(Baltimore:

The Johns Hopkins Press, 1926), pp. 2-4.

2. Johnson, The Modern Light-House Service
, pp. 14-6; Francis Ross

Holland, Jr., America's Lighthouses : Their Illustrated History Since 1716
(Brattleboro, Vermont: The Stephen Green Press, 1972), pp. 16, 18.



lights. Instead, according to Lewis' nephew, Pleasonton had Lewis

provide the description and specifications for lights. In addition, Lewis

often received the contract to build a lighthouse by underbidding others.

As a result, to make money, he often hurriedly constructed the lights

without regard to the specification that he had authored.

In the first 60 years of the national government's control of

lighthouses, the location and construction of lights usually evolved from

local requests made to Congress. These requests grew in number with

each passing year. The money approved for lighthouse construction

became so large that, in the March 3, 1837, appropriation. Congress

called for a board of naval commissioners to examine the proposed sites

and determine the necessity for a light at each one.

The First Nauset Beach Lights

Among those new lighthouses for which Congress made an

appropriation in the March 3, 1837 act, $10,000 was awarded for three

designated lights at Nauset Beach on Cape Cod. The request for these

lights evolved from a study made by the Boston Marine Society. In

February 1833 this organization voted to establish a three-member

committee that would examine and report on the need for an additional

light on Cape Cod. The committee evidently did not actively pursue its

investigation, for in early 1836 the society received a letter from 21

Eastham area residents who asked for support to establish a light at

3. Holland, America's Lighthouses
, pp. 14-16. Argand, a Frenchman,

invented the Argand lamp and parabolic reflector in 1781.

4. Johnson, The Modern Light-House Service
, p. 14; "Report of I.W.P.

Lewis, Civil Engineer, Made By Order of Hon. W. Forward, Secretary of

the Treasury on the Condition of the Light-Houses, Beacons, Buoys, and
Navigation, upon the Coasts of Maine, New Hampshire, and
Massachusetts, in 1842," HR Doc. No. 183, February 24, 1843, 27th

Con., 3rd Sess., p. 18, hereafter cited as "Report of I.W.P. Lewis."

5. Jchnson, The Modern Light-House Service
, p. 15.



Nauset Beach. Upon receipt of the letter, the committee examined the

site and reported favorably in March 1836. As a result, the Boston

Marine Society petitioned Congress to appropriate $10,000 to light that

beach. It recommended that three lighthouses be placed there to prevent

confusion with other lights (the existing Highland light and the two

lighthouses at Chatham). In addition, the society suggested that the

beacons be about 15 feet high.

The rationale for lighting Nauset Beach was not one of providing

top-of-the-line lighthouses. Ocean-going vessels, that did not come close

to shore at Nauset Beach, could observe the Highland and Chatham lights

and thus chart a course beyond the Nauset shoals. Only those coastal

and fishing vessels that hugged the shore encountered problems. The

curving cape shoreline prevented craft from viewing either the Highland

or Chatham lights when in the vicinity of Nauset Beach. Thus, without a

guiding light, coastal vessels were subject to grounding on the Nauset

bars. As a result, the need for a light(s) at Nauset served only an

intermediate purpose--signaling ships of the local danger until they could

view the Highland or Chatham lights.

As stated previously, Congress approved the funds for the Nauset

lights contingent upon an inspection of the site by a naval officer. The

appropriation act read, "for three small light-houses on Nanset [sic]

beach. Cape Cod, fifteen feet high, ten thousand dollars." Captain John

Percival of the navy inspected the site and approved it as a necessary

location for lights. He drove stakes into the ground on a line parallel

with the coast at the points he selected for each lighthouse. David

6. William A. Baker, A History of the Boston Marine Society , 1742-1967
,

(Boston: Boston Marine Society, 19681 p. 134. The Boston Marine
Society's membership was restricted to individuals who then commanded
ships or those who had in the past.

7. Winslow Lewis to Stephen Pleasonton, Fifth Auditor of the Treasury
Department, April 6, 1842, Box 7, Light-House Superintendent, Boston
1826-44, Records of the United States Coast Guard, Record Group 26,
National Archives, Washington, D. C.

10



Henshaw, the Boston customs collector who acted as the area

superintendent of lights, purchased approximately 5 acres of land at the

Nauset site from Benjamin H.A. Collins of Eastham on September 14,

1837.^

In the early 19th century, the lighthouses of Massachusetts were

constructed of either rubble stone, brick, or wood. Walls were usually 3

feet thick at the base, tapering to 2 feet at the top. The structures

ranged up to 50 feet in height. A dome was placed inside the top which

contained a square opening near the spring line to give entrance to the

lantern. A flat, slab-stone roof, 4 inches thick, was placed over the

dome and projected over the tower walls from 6 to 12 inches. Lanterns

were attached to the towers by imbedding the lower ends of their iron

9
angle posts into the walls some 3 to 4 feet.

Winslow Lewis, as low bidder, signed the contract on May 26, 1838,

to build the three Nauset lights, a keeper's dwelling, an outhouse, and

well for $6,549. The contract specifications, which had probably been

written by Lewis, called for three, round brick towers each 15 feet high

from the ground to the top of the walls. They appeared to be patterned

after the common type found in Massachusetts. Each was to have a base

diameter of 16 feet, tapering to a top diameter of 9 feet. The thickness

of the base walls was to be 3 feet, while graduating to 20 inches at the

top. An arch was placed at the interior top with a 4-inch thick

soapstone roof or deck projecting 18 inches beyond the wall. Granite

stairs were to lead from the ground to a platform 6 feet from the top. At

8. "An Act Making Appropriations for Building Light-Houses,
Light-boats, Beacon-lights, Buoys, and Dolphins for the Year 1837,"

United States Statutes At Large , 5 (Boston: Charles C. Little and James
Brown, 1850), p. 182; "Affidavit of David Bryant, Carpenter, and
Superintendent of Construction at the Nauset Light-Houses, Erected in

1838," Report of I.W.P. Lewis, p. 29; David Henshaw to Stephen
Pleasonton, September 19, 1837, Box 5, Light-House Superintendent,
Boston, 1834-48, Records of the United States Coast Guard, Record
Group 26, National Archives, Washington, D.C.

9. R-^port of I.W.P. Lewis, pp. 25-26.

11



that point, an iron ladder led to the lantern's entrance. Each tower was

to have two windows composed of twelve, 8- by -10-inch lights, and one,

6- by 3-foot door. Iron octagon lanterns were to top the towers. Their

1-1/2-inch square posts were to be imbedded 4 feet into the walls. In

addition, the contract called for a 34- by 20-foot one-story brick house

with a 16- by 14-foot kitchen addition, a 4- by 5-foot wood outhouse, and

a well.

Lewis' construction crew of four masons, two carpenters, three

laborers, and a cook arrived in June. They proceeded to relocate the

middle and south lights back from the staked sites to lower ground. The

reason for such action was to place the three lights at the same elevation

and thus save building materials, otherwise the northernmost light would

have had to be twice the height to make it level with the other two.

During construction, which took only 38 consecutive days, the workmen

often ignored the building specifications. Some points of the contract,

however, were so loosely worded that it was left to the contractor to

interpret them in an honest manner. David Bryant, the construction

supervisor, felt that the work had been so poorly accomplished that he

refused to sign the completion certificate presented by Winsiow Lewis

which stated that the terms of the contract had been honorably fulfilled.

Instead, he referred Lewis to George Bancroft, the superintendent in

Boston. He also notified Bancroft of his action. Bancroft, however, told

Bryant to sign the completion certificate. When he hesitated to place his

signature on a questionable document, Bancroft informed him that Stephen

Pleasonton had accepted Lewis's word that the construction had been
1

1

properly finished. As a result, Bryant signed the certificate.

Stephen Pleasonton's ignorance of appropriate construction methods

and the trust he had placed in Winsiow Lewis over the years did not

benefit the Light House Establishment. The two men's relationship,

10. Ibid.
, pp. 31-33.

11. Report of I.W.P. Lewis, pp. 29-30. George Bancroft later became a
noted nineteenth century American historian.

12



however, was mutually advantageous. For his part, Lewis received many

contracts to construct lighthouses and, although he bid low, he made

money by cutting corners. At the same time, Pleasonton's parsimonious,

accountant nature was satisfied, for as in the case of the Nauset lights,

he could return $3,451 of the appropriated construction money to the

treasury and thereby appear to be carefully handling the public money.

Pleasonton, however, was not without his share of critics about the

manner in which he operated the Lighthouse Establishment. Sometimes

these fault-finders would succeed in presenting their case to Congress.

One of the first occasions occurred in 1838. In that year Pleasonton's

opponets succeeded in getting a congressional bill which called for the

creation of six Atlantic coast and two Great Lakes lighthouse districts

with naval officers detailed to inspect the lights in each and to report on

their condition. Massachusetts became part of the second district and

Lieutenant Edward Carpenter was assigned as the inspector. He promptly

traveled to each facility. When he arrived at Nauset Beach several

months after the completed construction, he found that the lights had yet

to be lit for lack of a fuel delivery. Carpenter recognized that Nauset

Beach needed to be illuminated because the sand bars had caused the

destruction of many vessels, but he could not understand why three

lights had been built when one would suffice. He concluded, "I cannot

believe that the Government will consent to consume 900 gallons of oil,

when 300 or 360 will answer every purpose. Accordingly, I shall

recommend the conversion of these lights into a single revolving red

light." While at the site. Carpenter noted that Winslow Lewis had
12

installed ten lamps in each lantern.

Although Pleasonton weathered the findings of the naval officers'

inspection reports which indicated poor management, his critics continued

12. Johnson, The Modern Light-House Service , p. 16; report of

Lieutenant Edward W. Carpenter, U.S.N. , New York, November 1, 1838,

Box 2, Clipping File, Edgartown, Massachusetts 2nd District - Barnegat,

New Jersey, 3rd District, Records of the United States Coast Guard,
Record Group 26, National Archives, Washington, D.C. The near

parabolic reflectors in each of Lewis' ten lamps measured thirteen and a

half inches.

13



to complain about the lighthouse system. As a result, in May 1842, the

secretary of the treasury appointed Isaiah W.P. Lewis, a civil engineer of

unquestioned repute, to inspect the lights of Maine, New Hampshire, and

Massachusetts and to report on their condition and management. Lewis,

the nephew of Winslow Lewis, produced a document that did not flatter

the Lighthouse Establishment or his uncle. He focused on the Nauset

Beach lights as a typical example of fraud practiced by contractors. The

three Nauset Beach lighthouses, he wrote, were constructed on sand

without foundations. The contractor used inferior lime in the mortar.

Bricks were laid at random with no regard to forming a bond. There

were 24 courses of stretchers for every course of headers. The lower

windows in each of the towers had been boarded up because blowing

gravel, during storms, kept breaking the glass. Lewis recommended that

there be only one lighthouse at Nauset with a revolving light flashing

13
every 1-1/2 minutes.

Isaiah Lewis' report caused a stir with Stephen Pleasonton and his

uncle. Pleasonton complained that the account had unfairly and grossly

misrepresented him. Winslow Lewis denounced his nephew as an

incompetent who was wholly incapable of judging proper lighthouse
14

construction methods.

The secretary of the treasury agreed with I. W.P. Lewis and

recommended to Congress that an engineer be appointed who would devote

full time to the regulation of details of the lighthouse system. Congress
15

adjourned without taking any action on the matter.

It was not just the poorly constructed lighthouses that received

criticism but also the lighting system. The lamp, which Winslow Lewis

13. Johnson, The Modern Light-House Service
, p. 18; report of I. W.P.

Lewis, pp. 17, 28-29, 179.

14. Johnson, The Modern Light-House Service, p. 18; Holland, America's
Lighthouses

, p. 33.

14



invented and for which he had become the sole supplier to the Lighthouse

Establishment, had been eclipsed in value with the introduction of the

Fresnel lens in France in the 1820s. His influence with Stephen

Pleasonton, however, kept his lamp in use as the principal source of

lighting until the 1850s. The lamps proved to be flimsily constructed, for

the reflectors could be easily bent, thereby reducing their effectiveness.

In addition, the silver plating on the reflectors was easily removed with

the abrasive cleaning material supplied to the keepers. When complaints

about the lamps surfaced by 1838, Congress ordered Pleasonton to import

two Fresnel lenses for experimental purposes, but the fifth auditor

stubbornly defended the Lewis lamp. Among others, I.W.P. Lewis

condemned his uncle's lamps in his 1843 inspection report. Finally, the

critics became so numerous that in March 1851, Congress authorized

Pleasonton to begin the importation of Fresnel lenses in a move to convert
1 fi

the illuminating equipment of America's lighthouses.

The same 1851 act authorized and required the treasury secretary to

assemble a board of inquiry to investigate every aspect of the Lighthouse

Establishment. After an exhaustive study, the board, as had I.W.P.

Lewis before it, found every phase of the Lighthouse Establishment to be

faulty. The investigative board recommended that the administration of

lighthouses be removed from the fifth auditor and that the responsibility

be placed under a 9-member lighthouse board whose membership would be

mostly army engineers and naval personnel. It proposed the creation of

12 districts, each with its own inspector who had an engineering

background. The board asked that lighthouses be classified, after the

French model, into six orders with orders one through three designated

as coastal lights and four through six commissioned as harbor lights.

Finally, they advised the replacement of the Lewis lamps and reflectors

15. Johnson, The Modern Light-House Service , p. 19.

16. Johnson, The Modern Light-House Service
, p. 20; Holland, America's

Lighthouses
, p. 18; report of I.W.P. Lewis, pp. 51-54.

15



with the Fresnel lenticular system. Congress acted on the

recommendations and approved the necessary legislation on August 31,

17
1852, to establish a Lighthouse Board.

The Lighthouse Board, established under the secretary of the

treasury, was organized on October 9, 1852. One of its first acts was to

begin the process by which each lighthouse would receive the Fresnel

lens system. Along with the nation's other lights, the ones at Nauset

Beach came under the board's watchful eye. An index to no longer

extant letterbooks indicates that in September 1853 there was some

question as to the need for three lights at Nauset. Since that number of

lighthouses remained at the site, the board obviously decided to retain

them.

Because they were deemed to have a lesser significance, the Nauset

lights were given a lower priority for conversion to the Fresnel lens

system. The letterbook index indicates that there was evidently some

problem in placing the new lenses in the old lanterns when they arrived

for installation. At any rate, the old lanterns were replaced in October

1858, and sixth order Fresnel lenses were placed in them. That lens was

the smallest of its type. Valve lamps were used in conjunction with the
19

lenses. Figures 1 and 2 show the "three sisters" masonry towers with

the 1858 lanterns. The exterior ladders were added to the towers in

1889. Also visible in the photograph are the masonry house and the barn.

17. Johnson, The Modern Light-House Service
, pp. 20-21; Holland,

America's Lighthouses
, pp. 33-35. First order Fresnel lenses were the

largest with a height of about 12 feet while the smaller ones - fourth,
fifth, and sixth - were no more than 3 feet tall. The larger size allowed
a bigger lamp to be installed and thus a greater brightness occurred.

18. Index to Light-House Board Letterbooks, Records of the United
States Coast Guard, Record Group 26, National Archives, Washington,
D.C.

19. Ibid.

16



Several changes occurred to the lights in the post-1858 period. In

1869 the valve lamps were replaced with Franklin lamps. The sixth order

Fresnel lenses were replaced by those of the fourth order in 1873 in each

lighthouse lantern. By the early 1880s, Haines lamps with 1-5/8-inch
20burners were in use. All of these lamps had concentric wicks. The

difference came from the method used to deliver fuel to the wicks.

The Wooden "Three Sisters"

The Lighthouse Board annual report for 1892 stated, "three wooden

movable towers were erected by hired labor, 30 feet to the westward of

the old towers. This was done because of the washing away of the bank."

Despite the jerry-built construction methods, the old masonry towers

served for 54 years. Rather than deteriorating to disuse, they were

claimed by the sea when the bank eroded. Part of their remains appear

in the surf at certain low tides. The lanterns from the brick towers were
21

moved to the new lights on April 25, 1892.

The circular, wooden towers were taller than the ones they replaced.

Raising the lights could perhaps have stemmed from the findings of the

1851 investigation which concluded that many lighthouses were too short

to serve effectively. At any rate, the new lights were 22 feet to the top

of the tower, with an additional 7 feet to the lantern's ventilator ball

(Figure 3 and 4).

20. Annual Report of the Light-House Board to the Secretary of the

Treasury for the Fiscal Year, 1869 (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1869), p. 16; Annual Report of the Light-House Board of

the United States, 1873 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,

1873), p. 18; Annual Report of the Light-House Board to the Secretary of

the Treasury for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1882 (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1882), p. 17; Index to Light-House
Board Letterbooks.

21. Annual Report of the Light-House Board to the Secretary of the

Treasury for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1892 (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1892), p. 55.
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The foundations were formed from posts that had been driven 4 feet

into the ground. In 1910 each tower was described as having a base

diameter of 14 feet, with 10-1/2 inch thick walls. At the top, the

diameter diminished to 11 feet 2 inches with 8 inch thick walls.

Architectural investigation, however, has shown the walls to be 6 inches

thick. A wooden deck with a corbelled cornice extended beyond the

tower walls. White-painted shingles covered the tower exteriors while the

inside walls were lath and plaster. Each tower had one window and one

door. The double sash window contained 6 over 6 glazing in each sash.

In addition the sashes measured 28 inches wide and 26 inches high.

Inside the towers, a wooden stairway led to a single landing that covered

half of each structure's diameter. A metal ladder from the landing to a

22
trap door gave entrance to the lantern.

The old nine-sided lanterns from the brick lighthouses topped the

towers. Wooden parapets comprised the lower portion of the lanterns

while the remainder, except for the copper roof and ventilation balls, was

cast iron. Each lantern contained nine plates of glass that measured 3

feet high and 28 inches wide. The parapet, below the glass, had
23

ventilators and a wooden door which led to the iron balustraded deck.

The fourth order Fresnel lenses, placed in the brick lighthouse

lanterns in 1873, were transferred with the lanterns to the wooden

towers. Both the north and center tower lenses were manufactured in

France by Barbier and Fenester, while the one in the south tower, also

imported from that country, was made by Henry Lepaute. At some time

during this period, improved Funck Heap lamps with one wick and burner
24were installed in the lenses.

22. "Description of Light-House Towers, Buildings, and Premises at
Nauset Beach, Massachusetts, Light-Station, January 11, 1910," pp. 2-3,
First District Coast Guard Files, Boston, Massachusetts.

23. Ibid . , pp. 3-4.

24. Ibid .
, pp. 4-5.
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Only one change was made to the Nauset lights between 1892 and 1911.

25
In 1895 a storm porch was placed at the door of each tower.

By 1911, continuing erosion brought the Nauset Beach cliff to within

8 yards of the north tower and 18 yards of the one farthest south. As a

result, it was decided to move the central light back from the cliff and

use it as the only lighthouse into which a flashing light would be placed.

Although technology had advanced to the point that a new, single

flashing light could produce 20 times the brilliance as compared to that

of the three lights combined, illuminating power was not the only reason

to reduce the lighthouse number to one. Three lights could be mistaken

for one or two if a vessel sailed by them at certain angles. In addition,

the double and triple light systems in separate structures were being

phased out for economic reasons.

The central tower of the "three sisters" was moved near the 1875

wood frame keeper's quarters and attached to it by a short covered

walkway. It rested on a solid brick foundation (Figui'e 5). A small hole

was cut near the center of the deck to allow the installation of part of

the revolving apparatus in the interior below the lantern. A fourth order

Fresnel lens with a ball bearing flashing apparatus was installed. It

included the Funck Heap oil-wick lamp. Soon, however, an incandescent

25. Annual Report of the Light-House Board to the Secretary of the

Treasury for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1895 (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1895), p. 54.

26. Inspector H. C. Poundstone, Second District, to the Commissioner of

Lighthouses, Washington, D.C., May 31, 1911, Correspondence of the

Bureau of Lighthouses 1911-39, File 1342-E, Box 953, Records of the

United States Coast Guard, Record Group 26, National Archives,

Washington, D.C.; Commissioner of Lighthouses to the American
Association of Masters, Mates, and Pilots, Piscataqua Harbor No. 83,

January 24, 1912, Correspondence of the Bureau of Lighthouses 1911-39,

File 1342-E, Box 953, Records of the United States Coast Guard, Record
Group 2u, National Archives, Washington, D.C.

27



oil-vapor lamp was installed. To retain a touch of the past, the light

produced a triple flash every 10 seconds when it went into operation on

June 1, 1911.^'^

Within days after the single light began to function, the second

district inspector reported that the tower was so poorly constructed that,

despite its low height, even moderate winds caused it to vibrate. The

shaking interfered with the flashing apparatus. The inspector asked

permission to install four galvanized guy wires as a means of stabilizing
po

the tower. The guy wires are visible in Figure 5.

Inspector H.C. Poundstone recommended that the two unused towers

be torn down, saving the lanterns and using the rest for the keeper's

firewood. Before demolition approval was received, H.N. Cummings of

North Eastham appeared in Poundstone's office and asked to buy the two

towers. As a result, he contacted the commissioner of lighthouses and

requested permission to sell them--minus the lanterns--by sealed bid. A

month later, E.L. Hoyt of Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, wrote to the

27. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Lighthouses to the Secretary
of Commerce and Labor for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1911

(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1911), p. 40; Inspector
H. C. Poundstone, Second District to the Commissioner of Lighthouses,
Washington, D. C, June 12, 1911, Correspondence of the Bureau of

Lighthouses 1911-39, Files 1342-E, Box 953, Records of the United States
Coast Guard, Record Group 26, National Archives, Washington, D. C;
Commissioner of Lighthouses to the American Association of Masters,
Mates, and Pilots, Piscataqua Harbor No. 83, January 24, 1912; Annual
Report of the Commissioner of Lighthouses to the Secretary of Commerce
and Labor for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1912 (Washington, D. C;
Government Printing Office, 1913), pp. 43, 47; Inspector, Second District
to the Commissioner of Lighthouses, Washington, D. C, September 30,
1912, Correspondence of the Bureau of Lighthouses 1911-39, File 1342-E,
Box 953, Records of the United States Coast Guard, Record Group 26,
National Archives, Washington, D.C.

28. Inspector H.C. Poundstone, Second District to the Commissioner of
Lighthouses, Washington, D.C, June 12, 1911.

28



commissioner about purchasing the towers. He was told that they would

be sold at p

was delayed

29
be sold at public auction. For some unknown reason, however, the sale

Seven years later in 1918, the two lighthouses were sold. Helen M.

Cummings, whose husband had previously inquired about the towers,

bought the structures at a three-bid auction. She paid $3.50 for both

buildings and had to remove them from the property within 10 days.

They were removed within the allotted time and placed on a site near the

French Cable Hut where they remained for two years. During that

period, the Cummingses used one tower for a kitchen and living room on

the ground level, and they used the landing as a bedroom. The other

tower contained two bedrooms. In 1920 the two structures were mo\/ed to

their present location where they were butted into a 26- by 28-foot living

30
room. A morning room and kitchen were also added.

In addition to attaching the two towers to a ceniral structure, the

Cummingses made some changes to the buildings. A second ground-floor

window was placed in each and another window added at the second-floor

landing level of both structures. The landing in each tower was enlarged

from covering half the space to that of about three-quarters of the area.

In conjunction with that alteration, the wooden stairs leading to each

landing were removed and relocated to another position. A nearly flat roof

covered with tar paper replaced the old deck covering. (Figure 7)

29. Inspector H.C. Poundstone, Second District to the Commissioner of

Lighthouses, Washington, D.C., May 31, 1911; Inspector H.C.
Poundstone, Second District to the Commissioner of Lighthouses,
Washington, D.C., June 26, 1911, Correspondence of the Bureau of

Lighthouses 1911-39, File 1342-E, Box 953, Records of the United States

Coast Guard, Record Group 26, National Archives, Washington, D.C.;
Commissioner of Lighthouses, Washington, D.C. to E. L. Hoyt, July 26,

1911, Correspondence of the Bureau of Lighthouses 1911-39, File 1342-E,

Box 953, Records of the United States Coast Guard, Record Group 26,

National Archives, Washington, D.C.

30. John A. Cummings written account of the sale of two of the Three
Sisters to his parents, March 23, 1969, Cape Cod National Seashore park
files.
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Figure 6

Installation of the Cast-Iron, Unused Chatham Tower
Courtesy of the National Archives, Washington, D.C.

View from southwest, 1923

In addition to the cast-iron tower, the 1875 wood frame keeper's dwelling
can be seen on its new location over a new cellar. This photograph of

the 1875 structure was taken on the opposite side of the house from that

shown in Figure 5 and, therefore, accounts for the different appearance.
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Figure 8

The Beacon Cottage
Courtesy of Cape Cod National Seashore

View from northeast, July 1973

Photograph by Swan

The Hall family converted the Beacon into a cottage by adding wings to

the west and south.
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In December 1965 the National Park Service obtained the two towers from

the Cummingses' son, John. Since that time, in 1980, the additions have

been removed, leaving the two structures freestanding.

The third of the "three sisters" remained in service until 1923. At

that time the disused cast-iron north tower at Chatham was moved to

Nauset Light Beach and replaced the wooden third sister (Figure 6).

Presumably, the fourth order lens was transferred to the metal tower at

the time and is the one now on display in the Salt Pond visitor center.

In 1923, when the Chatham tower was moved to Nauset Light Beach, the

1875 keeper's dwelling was moved to a new location (Figure 6). A

concrete foundation was laid for the cast-iron tower. In that same year,

Albert Hall purchased the wooden tower with lantern and moved it to its

31
present location. He built a single-story addition to the tower and

named it the "Beacon." Hall's modifications were similar to those made by

the Cummingses. Windows were added at the ground-floor and landing

levels. The landing area was enlarged, but the wooden stairs remained

in their original position. (Figure 8)

Albert Hall's son, Harold, sold the structure to the National Park

Service. In the summer of 1983 the one-story addition was removed,

leaving the tower freestanding, and on September 13, 1983, it was moved

to a site adjacent to the other towers.

Ancillary Structures

As shown on the 1840s map, only two other buildings were

constructed in 1838 when the lighthouses were erected. These structures

included a brick, one-story keeper's dwelling and a privy. The house

measured 34 feet by 20 feet, with a 16- by 14-foot kitchen attached to

the rear.

31. History of "Jack O' Lantern"--Hall Cottages, a telephone
conversation between Doris Doane (a Cape Cod National Seashore
employee) and Harold T. Hall, November 21, 1975, Cape Cod National
Seashore files.
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The main portion contained two rooms with a central stair leading to the
32

attic. A 4- by 5-foot privy was north of the house.

At an unknown date (perhaps the 1850s), a board and batten barn

was constructed on a site west of the north tower. Its location was

recorded on the 1885 and 1922 maps. The first mention of the barn was

in the 1868 annual report when it was reported to have been repaired. A

9- by 15-foot addition was attached to the rear of the barn in the

33
following year.

The 1869 annual report indicated that a 9-1/4- by 18-1/2-foot shed

was built at the Nauset Beach light site. It could have been the hen
34

house that appeared on the 1885 map near the barn.

In 1873, Nauset Beach received an assistant keeper because of the

additional work required by the change in lenses from sixth order to

fourth order. The assistant keeper lived in the same dwelling as the

keeper, an arrangement that did not prove satisfactory. As a result in

1875, a new wood frame, two-story keeper's dwelling was constructed.

The assistant keeper was assigned the 1838 brick structure for his house.

The new quarters were about 95 feet west of the middle tower and just

35
north of the old dwelling.

32. Ground Plan Map of Nauset Beach Structures, no date, United States
Coast Guard Academy Library, New London, Connecticut; report of
I.W.P. Lewis, p. 34.

33. Annual Report of the Light-House Board to the Secretary of the
Treasury, for the Year 1868 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1868), p. 16; Annual Report of the Light-House Board, 1869,
p. 16.

34. Annual Report of the Light-House Board, 1869, p. 16.

35. Annual Report of the Light-House Board of the United States to the
Secretary of the Treasury for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1874
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1874), p. 21; Annual
Report of the Light-House Board to the Secretary of the Treasury for the
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1876 (Washington D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1877), p. 16.
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A brick oil house, 11 by 9-1/3 feet, was built in 1892 at the same

time as the wooden towers. As shown on the 1922 map, it was

approximately 90 feet west of the barn.

At an unknown date, a white signal mast that was 65 feet high was

erected on the site. A 1910 description of the Nauset Beach lights placed

it 83 feet southeast of the middle tower.

The final structure to be built at the site was a 9- by 18-foot

garage. Built between 1922 and 1927, it was 200 feet southwest of the

cast-iron tower. It evidently signaled that the Lighthouse Service
37

recognized the advent of the automobile age.

After 1883, when an assistant keeper's services were no longer

required at Nauset Beach, the old brick dwelling remained vacant for a

time. Soon, however, it was used to store firewood and paint. After a

38
recommendation, the house was demolished in late 1912.

In 1923, at the time the unused cast-iron tower was moved from

Chatham to Nauset, the 1875 wood frame keeper's quarters was moved
39

back from the bluff's edge and installed over a new cellar. It is

currently on that site..

At some unknown date between 1922 and 1927, the barn, hen house,

and privy were removed. At least the 1927 description of Nauset Beach

light did not mention the existence of those buildings.

36. Annual Report of the Light-House Board, 1892, p. 55.

37. Nauset Beach Light Description, June 9, 1927, Description of Light
Stations 1876-1938, Box 5, Records of the United States Coast Guard,
Record Group 26, National Archives, Washington, D. C.

38. Inspector Goddard to the Commissioner of Lighthouses, October 4,

1912, Correspondence of the Bureau of Lighthouse 1911-39, File 1342-A,
Records of the United States Coast Guard, Record Group 26, National

Archives, Washington, D. C.

39. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Lighthouses to the Secretary
of Commerce for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1923 (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1923), p. 48.
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Supplies and Supply Methods

Prior to the advent of Stephen Pleasonton's administration in 1820,

lighthouses were supplied by a number of local contractors. These

individuals not only made repairs but furnished oil, wicks, chimneys, and

cleaning stores. From the period 1812 to the early 1850s, Winslow Lewis

was the sole source of lamps and reflectors. After Pleasonton, as fifth

auditor of the treasury, gained oversight of the Lighthouse

Establishment, he instituted a system by which one contractor supplied

the needs for all lights and repaired them as well. The contractor was to

visit each light station annually and report on its condition and the

conduct of the keeper. As a check on the contractor, each keeper was
40

to make a yearly report on the supplies he received.

In 1840 the Lighthouse Establishment acquired its first tender. It

was a sailing vessel that was transferred from the United States Revenue

Cutter Service. The ship received limited use, however, since a

contractor continued to service most lights. A supply vessel visited each

light on an annual basis. The delivery of supplies began in April in

Georgia. From there, the vessel worked its way north finishing in Maine

in September. In October the ship would return to Florida and work its

way to Louisiana. Supplies often arrived at Nauset in late July or early

August. The first extant record of delivery to Nauset Beach occurred on

July 31, 1850. The keeper, Joshua Crosby, received 100 tube glass, five

gross of wicks, 47 yards of cloth, two buff skins, two boxes of tripoli

(an abrasive cleaner), two boxes of soap, three pairs of scissors, two

burners complete, one fountain (lamp fuel container), one hand lamp, and
... 41

one file.

Before 1860 all of the lighthouses were supplied with sperm oil from

New Bedford, Massachusetts. As increasing industrialization occurred

40. Johnson, The Modern Light-House Service
, p. 15.

41. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury transmitting the Report of

the General Superintendent of the Lighthouse Establishment, December 19,

1850, p. 63, Records of the United States Coast Guard, Record Group 26,

National Archives, Washington, D.C.
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with its dependence on sperm oil, the price soared. During the 1841-42

period, sperm oil sold for $.55 per gallon. By 1850-51 it had reached

$1.17, and in 1855 it cost $2.25. The Lighthouse Service began to search

for an alternative fuel. In the late 1850s colza or rapeseed oil seemed to

answer the need, but inadequate supplies forced the Lighthouse Board to

search for another substitute. Experimentation showed that lard oil was
42

the solution to the problem.

With the introduction of lard oil, the Lighthouse Board established

its own distribution system. The old customs station at Tompkinsville on

Staten Island, New York, was converted to an oil supply center.

Although slowed in its procurement of vessels by the Civil War, the board

acquired two schooners (the Pharos and the Guthrie ) for use in making

East Coast deliveries. These two ships carried lard oil in large casks.

When one of the schooners arrived at a light station, it would lower a

small boat filled with small barrels along side. The oil would be pumped

into the small casks and rowed ashore. On a number of occasions the

small boats overturned in heavy surf, dumping their contents into the
43

sea.

By the 1870s the Lighthouse Board had converted its Staten Island

center into a warehouse nucleus for all supplies. In 1876 it replaced the

two East Coast schooners with one vessel--the Fern . At this time the

Lighthouse Service began to name its vessels after plants and flowers.

In 1878, when conversion to kerosene began with fourth, fifth, and

sixth order lights, the Fern had a carrying capacity of 30,000 gallons of

that fuel. It was carried and delivered in small cases. The Fern usually

arrived at Nauset Beach in early August to deliver that light station's

,. 44
supplies.

42. "Light-House Construction and Illumination," Putnam's Magazine , 8

(August 1856), p. 208; Holland, America's Lighthouses
, p. 23.

43. Kirk Munroe, "From Light to Light: A Cruise of the Armeria Supply
Ship," Scribner's Magazine , 20 (October 1896), pp. 460-61.

44. Munroe, "From Light to Light," p. 461.
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In 1891 the Fern was replaced by the Armeria (botanical name for

Sweet William). It had a carrying capacity of 100,000 gallons of fuel that

was loaded and delivered in 5-gallon tins, each in a wooden case. (See

appendix A for illustrations and a description of the Armeria's sister

ship, the Azalia . Such information was not available for the Armeria .

)

Brick oil houses were constructed at this time at each light station to

45accommodate a 13-month oil supply in 5-gallon tins.

The Armeria brought supplies to Nauset Beach a little later each

year than the Fern , coming in late August to early September. In

addition to oil, it carried such items as paint, lubricating oil, cans of

tallow, brooms, mats, shovels, hoes, rakes, lamps, boxes of chimneys,

window glass, soap, and tin chests (known as supply boxes) that held

linen, stationery, brushes, cleaning material, and other minor articles.

The keeper exchanged each empty 5-gallon kerosene container for a full

one and had to save his worn brooms, mops, tools, and other equipment

each year to exchange for new items. All worn equipment was taken back

to the supply ship and eventually dumped at sea. (In 1896 the Armeria
46

supplied over 300 lights in New England alone.)

In the latter part of the 19th century a secondary depot for supplies

to the second district was established at Wood's Hole on Cape Cod.

Articles kept on inventory were buoys and appendages, fuel, lubricating

oil, anchors, light-vessel chains, paint, and miscellaneous items. About

the same time a lens and lamp repair shop was located in Boston to serve

the Second Lighthouse Service District. Both of the above operations

ceased about 1912.

Lighthouse Keepers

Prior to 1852 the Lighthouse Establishment operated on a very loose

arrangement with its keepers. Many received their positions through

45. jbjd., pp. 461, 466.

46. Ibid .
, pp. 464-65, 467. Drawings of lighthouse equipment and tools

will be furnished independent of the report to Cape Cod National

Seashore.
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political appointment. Most were untrained in the operation of the

illuminating equipment and received only minimal instructions. In fact

there were no written instructions outlining the keeper's duties. When

I.W.P. Lewis inspected the Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts

light stations in 1842, he noted the poor performance of many keepers.

The best individuals, he found, were old sailors who were more aware of

the necessity of good coastal illumination. Many keepers were lazy and

neglected to trim the lamp wicks between 11 and 12 o'clock at night, thus

causing the lights to dim and lose their effectiveness. Some lit their

lamps, but gave so little attention that if a light were to extinguish

during the night, it would not be relighted. Lewis felt that the average

yearly salary of $350 was too low and, therefore, discouraged qualified

men from seeking such positions. Another regulation that he disapproved

was the right of keepers to be pilots. He found that some of these men,

to augment their income, would leave their wife and children in charge of

47
the lighthouse while they acted as a pilot.

With the establishment of the Lighthouse Board in 1852, the situation

began to improve. The board instituted a requirement that keepers had

to be at least 18 years of age and be able to read. It considered a

keeper's job as a full-time position. Almost immediately, the board

developed a set of written instructions defining the keeper's duties and

the proper operation of a lighthouse. Although updated on a regular

basis, the first such set of instructions can be found in pages 112-75 of

the Annual Report of the secretary of the treasury, dated December 18,

1852. The instructions which were issued for 1911 are found in the

United States Bureau of Lighthouse Regulations for the United States

Lighthouse Service, Washington, D.C. (see appendix B).

Instruction manuals covered a multitude of subjects. The first duty

of a keeper was to light the lamps precisely at sunset. Lights were to be

kept free of smoke, with the flame at its greatest attainable height during

47. Report of I.W.P. Lewis, p. 57.
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the entire night. A flame was to be periodically measured during the

night. Lights were to be extinguished at sunrise whereupon the keeper

was charged with making them ready for the next evening by 10 o'clock

in the morning. Other instructions included directions for cleaning and

placing the lamp chimneys, cleaning the lamps, trimming the wicks,

preserving and economically using the oil, filling the lamps, keeping the
48

lanterns free of ice and snow, and using the various tools.

Despite the almost constant complaints of low pay, keepers' salaries

did rise somewhat. By 1852 the Nauset Beach keeper received $425 per

year. Just before the Civil War, average yearly wages rose to $600 and

remained there until the early twentieth century. In 1910 the "three

sisters" keeper was paid $679 but received no heating fuel allowance for

his dwelling.

Starting in June 1911, when the three lights were reduced to one,

his remuneration was adjusted down to $517 plus a $50 heating fuel

49
allowance.

For about a 10-year period between 1873 and 1883, an assistant

keeper was stationed at Nauset Beach because the lights were upgraded

from sixth order Fresnel lenses to ones of the fourth order. The usual

salary of an assistant keeper was half that of the keeper. As a result,

the subordinate at the "three sisters" received $300 per year.

Communication and Technology

The lighthouses at Nauset Beach served as one link in the lighthouse

system by which mariners were warned of potential dangers along the

48. Charles Nordhoff, "The Light-Houses of the United States," Harpers
New Monthly Magazine 48 (March 1874), p. 470.

49. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury Transmitting Estimates of

Appropriations required for the Service of the Fiscal Year Ending
June 30, 1854, House of Representatives, Ex. Doc. No. 2, 32nd Cong.,
2nd Sess., December 10, 1852, p. 97.
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coast, in harbors, and on lakes and rivers. There was no communication

among the various keepers. Instead, correspondence was kept, at first,

with the local collector of customs who acted as a superintendent of

lights. After 1852, with the establishment of a Lighthouse Board, a

series of districts were created. Within these administrative units

authority became more diffuse. The collector of customs retained the

duty of appointment of keepers and financial matters, while an inspector

saw to the building, maintenance, and supply of lights. Within a short

time, however, the collector of customs' duties were given to the

inspectors who headed each district. They received the title of general

superintendent for their district.

Technologically, the Nauset Beach lighthouses advanced as new

innovations appeared in lighting and were adopted by the Lighthouse

Service. The first method of lighting was the lamp and near parabolic

reflector invented by Winslow Lewis. With the conversion to sixth order

Fresnel lenses in 1858, a valve lamp was used for illumination. Franklin

lamps were installed in fiscal year 1869. They were retained when the

lenses were changed to fourth order in 1873. During the 1880s and part

of the 1890s, Haines lamps were used. By the late 1890s, Funck Heap

lamps provided the light. Shortly after the three towers were reduced to

one in 1911, an incandescent oil vapor lamp served as the illuminant. It

operated on the same principle as the present-day Coleman lantern and

was the last oil-fired lamp used by the Lighthouse Service. In the 1920s

the Nauset Beach light was converted to electricity with a bulb that

produced an intensity of 30,000 English candlepower from the lens. In

51June 1981 the Coast Guard installed an airplane beacon-type lamp.

50. Holland, America's Lighthouses
, p. 36.

51. Annual Report of the Lighthouse Board, 1869, p. 16; Annual Report
of the Commissioner of Lighthouses, 1912, p. 47; Nauset Beach Light
Description, June 9, 1927.
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Brief History of Physical Changes

The information presented here was extracted from the foregoing

History Component and from historic photographs

Appearance, Occupancy^ and Use

The first lighthouses to occupy the Nauset Beach site were three

circular brick towers 15 feet high with base diameters of 16 feet and top

diameters of 9 feet. They supported soapstone lantern decks of 12 feet

diameter and octagonal iron lanterns. The contract for their construction

called for the brick walls to be 3 feet thick at the base and 20 inches at

the top. They were built in 1838. See Figure 1 for a historic

photograph of the brick Three Sisters (with later lanterns) and see the

history section pages 9 to 11. The contract also called for the

construction of a one-story brick house 34 by 20 feet with a 16 by 14

foot kitchen wing, a 4 by 5 foot wood frame outhouse, and a well.

Sometime later, possibly in the 1850s, a board and batten barn was

built. The earliest documentary evidence refers to its being repaired in

1868.

In 1858, sixth order fixed-light fresnel lenses were installed in new

lanterns atop the brick towers.* The lenses had been delivered earlier,

but it was discovered that they would not fit in the existing lanterns and

their installation was delayed until new lanterns could be installed as

well. The present lantern on the Beacon is one of the 1858 lanterns (at

least from the sill up) which was transferred to the wooden towers in

1892.

*See the History Component pages 14-15, and Holland, America's
Lighthouses

, pages 33-35 for a discussion of Fresnel lens sizes.
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In 1869, the board and batten barn received a 9 by 15 foot addition,

and a 9 by 18 foot shed was built. Dimensional similarities suggest that

the hen house which appears on the 1885 site plan may have been the

1869 shed (see Map 2).

The lenses were changed to fourth order fixed lights in 1873. This

change resulted in an assistant keeper being assigned to the station, and

to share quarters with the keeper.

In 1875 a new wood frame keeper's house was erected and the 1838

brick house became the assistant keeper's house. The 1875 keeper's

house is still at Nauset Beach, though in a new location. Its present and

original locations are shown on Map 4.

Maps 2 and 3 show the Nauset Beach Light Station in 1885.

Exterior stairs were added to the brick towers in 1889. Since they are

present in Figure 1, that photograph can be bracketed between 1889 and

1892.

In 1892 the original Three Sisters were threatened by ongoing

erosion of the sand scarp. Three new wooden towers, designed to be

moved, were built 30 feet to the west, and the upper parts of the

lanterns were moved to the new towers and placed on circular wood

parapets. The material of the 1838 parapets cannot be determined from

the photographs. It is the 1892 lighthouses that are the focus of this

report. A 9 by 11 foot brick oil house was built the same year.

Vestibules (called "storm porches" in the documents) were added to

the towers in 1895.

The 1910 "Description of Light-House Tower ..." states that there

is no well at the site, but there is a 2500 gallon brick cistern. It also

describes a signal mast, 65 feet tall, and 83 feet southeast of the middle

tower. The focal planes of the lanterns are listed as 97 feet above mean

high water. The oil house is described as a 9 foot-11 inch by 5 foot-2
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inch brick structure, located first 150 feet west of the north tower, then

264 feet west of the tower. These statements require clarification.

Sources at the Coast Guard informed us that the inspection books were

often used for several years with changes in conditions recorded by

striking out the former condition and writing in the new. The double

entry regarding the oil house is probably indicative of the change from

three towers to one that occurred in 1911, but the use of the book after

1910 is not recorded on its cover which is dated January 11, 1909, with

1909 struck over and 1910 written in. Further proof of this practice

occurs in the description of the lighting apparatus where description of

the fixed white lights is struck over and a description of the flashing

light is written in. We know that the flashing light was put into

operation on June 1, 1911. The report first describes the location of the

keeper's dwelling as 95 feet west of the middle tower, and then as

attached to the tower by a short covered way. This change also

occurred in 1911. The report also states that the old dwelling

(presumably the 1838 keeper's residence) was used as a wood house and

paint storage area. This entry is struck over, probably as a result of

the late 1912 demolition of the old house. The barn is listed in the

report, but there is no mention of the hen house or privy.

In 1911 the north and south lights were extinguished and the

lighthouses became surplus property to be used as sources of parts for

the remaining lighthouse. The central lighthouse was moved back from

the advancing scarp and attached to the 1875 keeper's house with a

covered walkway. A flashing light was installed in its lantern. The

mechanism was apparently sensitive to lateral movement or vibrations, for

the Second District Inspector soon requested permission to install guy

wires to stabilize the tower. The guy wires, the tension ring to which

they were attached, and the brackets which held the tension ring can all

be seen in Figure 3.

The north and south towers apparently remained in place until 1918

when they were sold to Helen M. Cummings for $3.50, and were moved to

a site near the French Cable Hut. The lanterns were retained by the

Coast Guard.
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A picture postcard from the collection of the Society for the

Preservation of New England Antiquities shows three different views of

the Three Sisters individually (Figure 9). The view of the central tower

shows the guy wires that were installed in 1911 and the other

photographs show the lanterns in place on the north and south towers.

It is logical to assume that the three photographs printed together would

have been taken at the same time. Therefore we can conclude that the

lanterns remained on the towers for some time after they ceased being

used. A photograph dated July 14, 1923, shows the present iron tower

under construction. In the foreground, dimly visible, is a ventilator ball

from a lantern. It is not clear whether it is from the Chatham light (the

one that is now in place on the active Nauset Beach light) or from the

north or south tower. It cannot be the one from the central tower since

that one is still in place on the Beacon. In any case we cannot document

any period of time when the three towers were in place, but the north

and south lanterns were not.

When the north and south towers were temporarily located near the

French Cable Hut, the Cummings family used the first floor of one tower

as a kitchen/living room and the second floor and both levels of the other

tower as bedrooms. In 1920 the Cummings family moved the towers to the

present site and incorporated them as corner turrets in a new summer

cottage which they called "The Towers." At this new site the towers

retained their original north and south relationship. The Cummings

family added six-over-six windows to both towers at first and second

floor levels and increased the areas of the second floors.

In 1923 the unused iron tower was moved from Chatham and placed

on a concrete foundation about 100 feet farther back from the edge of the

scarp. The 1875 keeper's residence was moved back about the same

distance, but not attached to the tower. See Map 5 for a current site

plan. Both structures are presently in these locations. The central

tower of the Three Sisters was sold to Albert H. Hall with its lantern

intact, and he moved it to the location it occupied until September 13,

1983. He added wings to the south and west of the tower and used it as

a cottage he named "The Beacon". He also added area to the second

floor and two-over-two windows at both the first and second floors.
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Sometime between 1922 and 1927 a 9 by 18 foot garage was built 200

feet southwest of the iron tower. In the same time period, the barn, hen

house, and privy were removed.

All three of the historic towers were acquired by the National Park

Service in the 1960s. The later cottage portion of the Twins, or "The

Towers" was removed by the National Park Service in 1980 or 1981. The

wings of "The Beacon" were removed in the summer of 1983 and the tower

was moved to the site of the Twins on September 13, 1983. And that

brings this brief history of physical changes to the Three Sisters right

up to the present.

Setting

The evolution of the setting for the Three Sisters is not documented

to the same extent as the evolution of the structures. The main sources

of information are the photographs of the site, and the "Description of

Light-House Towers, Buildings and Premises at Nauset Beach,

Massachusetts, Light Station, January 11, 1910." It describes the soil as

"sandy" and states that a public road passes the station. The nearest

railroad, post office and town were two miles away in North Eastham. A

2500 gallon brick cistern was provided to collect rain water for drinking.

The supply was considered ample. At the time of the report, there was

no well at the site. There was a white signal mast, 65 feet high, 83 feet

southeast of the middle tower. It is present in some of the historic

photographs.

A comparison of recent photographs with the historic photographs

shows that vegetation at the site is now taller and more dense than it was

historically. There is also more residential and resort development in the

vicinity now.
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CHRONOLOGY OF STRUCTURES AT NAUSET BEACH LIGHT

1838

1858

Lighthouse Towers

Brick towers built

6th order fresnel
lenses and present
lanterns installed

Light-Related
Structures Residences

Brick keeper's
house built

Outbuildings

Privy built

Site Features

Well dug

1850s? Board & batten
barn built

1868

1869

1873

1875

1889

1892

1895

1911

1912

1918

1920

1922-27

1923

4th order lenses
installed

Exterior stairs added

Frame towers built

Storm porches built

North and south towers
out of service

Central tower moved
back and attached
to residence guy
wires installed

North and south towers
sold and moved near
cable hut

North and south towers
moved to present site

Beacon moved to

present site Chatham
tower reerected

11 by 9 brick
oil house built

Frame keeper's
house built

1838 brick house
demolished

Barn repaired

9 by 15 addition

9 by 18 shed built

2500 gal. brick
cistern present

65 foot signal

mast present

9 by 18 garage built

barn, hen house,
and privy removed

Frame house moved
to present site
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Description of Existing Conditions

Because of the many similarities between the three lighthouse towers,

the following description applies to all three with specific differences

identified.

Exterior Description

Location

The Beacon is located adjacent to the upper parking lot at Nauset

Light Beach, about 250 feet southeast of the intersection of Cable Road

and Ocean View Drive in Eastham, Massachusetts. The tract number is

32-6837 and the building number is E-241 . It sits near the top of a small

hill at an elevation of 58 feet. UTM coordinates are: Zone 19 E. 420-980

N. 4634-390. (On September 13, 1983, it was moved to a site adjacent to

the Twins.

)

The Twins (north and south) are located about 250 feet north of

Cable Road and 1100 feet west of its intersection with Ocean View Drive,

also in Eastham, Massachusetts. Both are located on tract number

31-6121. North Twin is building number E-2464A. South Twin is

building number E-246B. UTM coordinates are: Zone 19 E. 420-510

N. 4634-410.

Orientation

The orientation of circular structures is best expressed in terms of

the location and orientation of a planar feature such as a doorway. The

original entrance to the Beacon is presently located on its west side and

the plane of the doorway is in a line 6 degrees east of magnetic north.

The door of the South Twin is on its northwest side and is in a line 60

degrees east of magnetic north. The door of the North Twin is on its

southwest side and the plane of the doorway is in a line 48 degrees west

of magnetic north. Orientation is shown graphically on the drawings.
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The original orientations of the Three Sisters have been determined

within 10°+/- by a careful analysis of Figure 3 and Map 2. The first

step in this process was to add to Map 2 the new locations of the Three

Sisters thirty feet west of those shown on the 1885 map. Then the points

where foreground objects obscure background objects in Figure 3 were

plotted on Map 2 and projected to determine the point of view of Figure

3. The locations of storm porches could be determined directly from the

photographs and plotted on Map 2 to determine their orientations. The

storm porches of the North Twin and the Beacon were originally oriented

to the southwest. The line of the doorway of the North Twin was 76°

west of magnetic north. The line of the doorway of the Beacon was 63°

west of magnetic north. The storm porch of the South Twin is oriented

to the northwest and is not visible in Figure 2 but the orientation of the

window could be determined and the relation of window to door is shown

on sheet 8 for the HSR drawings. The line of the doorway of the South

Twin was historically 27° east of magnetic north.

General Description

The three towers are circular wood frame structures covered with

wood shingles. The walls taper from a diameter of 14 feet-5-1/8 inches at

the base to a diameter (calculated) of 11 feet-6''^ inches below the cornice.

The taper is approximately 1 inch per foot of height. The diameter of

the deck (greatest projection of the cornice) is 14 feet-V-^ inches. The

shingles are about 16 inches long, exposed to weather 5 inches to 5-3/8

inches and vary from 3 inches to 9\ inches wide. The flat decks on the

North and South Twins are covered with mineral-surfaced roll roofing.

The deck of the Beacon supports a lantern with a circular parapet and

nine plate glass windows. Around the perimeter of the deck is a railing

3 feet-0 inches high supported by eight stanchions (see Sheets 2-5).*

The deck and parapet are covered with painted canvas later coated with

*Sheet number references are to measured drawings included as Appendix
A to this report.
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tar. The roof of the lantern is copper sheet with radial standing seams

corresponding to the nine glazing bars below. The peak of the roof is

capped by a copper ventilator ball with a broken lightning rod above (see

Sheet 4).

The three towers have three windows each--two at the first floor

and one at the second. Only one window at the first floor of each tower

is original (see Figure 10). The evidence for this conclusion is drawn

from Figures 3 and 4, paint layering (see Appendix D), and moulding

profiles (see Sheet 6). The original windows in the Beacon and the

North Twin are to the left of the door. In the South Twin, the original

window is to the right of the door. An examination of the historic

photographs for window/door relationships shows that the North and

South Twins were originally in the north and south positions,

respectively, of the Three Sisters and the Beacon was the central tower.

The original windows are six-over-six single-hung sash with sash

openings of 2 feet-7 inches wide and 4 feet-4''^ inches high. The

nonhistoric windows in the Beacon are two-over-two single-hung sash with

2 feet-3-3/4 inches wide and 4 feet-S^-^ inches high sash openings. The

nonhistoric windows in the North and South Twins are six-over-six

single-hung sash with 2 feet-6^-^ inches wide and 4 feet-4 inches high sash

openings. There is no firm documentary evidence to date the

non-historic windows. The fact that the later windows on the Twins

match each other but differ from those on the Beacon strongly suggests

that they were installed by the private owners. The most logical time for

the private owners to have undertaken this work is in the course of

converting the towers to residential use. Therefore a date of c.

1920-1925 is suggested for the non-historic windows. The sash openings

are contemporary with the sash.

All three towers retain their original entrance doors (see Figure 11).

The historic door for the Beacon was installed in the west wing which was

demolished in 1983, but the door was removed and stored on the second

floor. The four-panel doors are 2 feet-8 inches by 6 feet-7 and 1-7/8

inches thick. Panel mouldings are the same on all three doors (see Sheet

6). All three towers also retain the original door architraves and
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Figure 10

Historic window at the Beacon,

typical for all three structures
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entablatures (see Sheet 9). Another large doorway was cut in the south

wall of the Beacon to provide access to and from the south wing of the

cottage (see Sheet 2).

Documentary evidence presented in this report indicates that the

vestibules or "storm porches" which appear on the historic photographs

(see Figure 3 and 4) were added to the lighthouses in 1895. The date of

their removal is unknown, but it was probably done when the Twins were

taken out of service and the Beacon was attached to the keeper's house.

The only surviving physical evidence of these storm porches are two

vertical lines of sheet metal flashing interleaved with shingles and a gable

roof outline surrounding the original door to the Beacon. This evidence

combined with evidence from historic photographs and Trom construction

drawings of and existing conditions at the Brant Point Lighthouse

(Nantucket Harbor) is sufficient to support a reconstruction of the storm

porches, if desired. The Brant Point Lighthouse was built c. 1900 and is

very similar to the Three Sisters, (see Figure 12)

Directly under the cornice of the Beacon are eight wooden brackets

(see Sheet 3). They were installed in 1911 to hold a steel compression

ring to which were attached four galvanized guy wires. The guy wires

were required to steady the tower so that winds would not disturb the

recently-installed flashing light mechanism (see History Component).

Since the Twins never contained flashing light mechanisms, brackets and

guy wires were never attached.

Interior Description

Crawl Spaces

The crawl spaces and foundations of the Three Sisters are discussed

on p. 88 of this report.
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Figure 11

Original entrance door at the Beacon
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Figure 12

Brant Point Ligint Station

This iiglnthouse, erected in 1900-1901 in Nantucket harbor has the
most comparable storm porch that could be found.
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First Floor

The first floor rooms of all three structures are circular in plan with

diameters between 13 feet-0 inches and 13 feet-2^-^ inches (see Sheets 2,

1 , and 8).

Floors

Floors are '^\ inch tongue and groove boards, 7/8 inch thick. There

has been one patch in the floor of the Beacon. It is a rectangle 1 foot-6

inches east-west by 1 foot-1 inch north-south located 4 feet-2 inches from

the east wall and 5 feet-6^i inches from the north wall. There is a

circular hole, 10 inches in diameter, in the subflooring beneath this patch

and a joist has been cut and headers installed to support the edges of

the opening. The location of the patch in relation to the hole in the

lantern floor and the fact that the patch is only present in the Beacon

indicate that the hole was probably made to accommodate the fall of the

weight which drove the clockwork light-flashing mechanism. There is an

8 inch high baseboard with rectangular profile and no shoe moulding.

Walls

The walls are a sandy-textured two-coat plaster system on

circular-sawed wood lath. They rise 10 feet-0 inches to the ceiling and

taper inward about 1 inch per foot. The ceiling diameters 5iVQ.

approximately 11 feet-7 inches.

Ceilings

The ceilings of all three structures were altered to allow a larger

floor ^r^Si above when they were converted to cottages (see Sheets 2, 6,

and 7). The ceiling under the additional floor area in the Beacon is

exposed joists and floorboards, unpainted. The original ceiling area of

the Beacon retains the same plaster as the walls. Both areas of the

ceiling of the North Twin divo. plastered, but there is a distinct crack

between the old and the new and paint is peeling from the new plaster.
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The ceiling of the South Twin is fiberboard panels nailed to the joists

with wood battens over the joints.

Stairs

All three structures retain the original open-riser stairs (see Sheets

2, 6, 7, and 8; and Figure 13). The stairs in the North and South

Twins were moved when the second floors were enlarged. They are

light, airy structures, hardly more than ladders, but they make an

important contribution to the perception of these rooms as circular

spaces. The structural conditions of these stairs are discussed on p. 94

of this report.

Furnishings

A built-in wooden cabinet in the first floor of the Beacon is the only

known surviving original furnishing in the Three Sisters (see Figure 14).

It is shown on Sheet 6 of the drawings. The door, frame, and drawer

fronts seem to be cherry wood. The sides and interior are pine.

Presumably it was used for storage of wicks, chimneys, cleaning

equipment, tools and supplies which were needed for daily maintenance of

the lighting apparatus. There is no evidence of similar cabinets in the

other towers. There is extensive evidence of hardware for window

coverings on all windows--both historic and nonhistoric. This project did

not allow for an exhaustive study of that evidence to determine what, if

any, of the evidence relates to historic window coverings. If an interior

restoration is to be undertaken, an exhaustive study of that evidence

should be included in the construction documents phase. A single drop

cord, pullchain light fixture hangs from the center of the ceiling. A

duplex outlet is located on the west wall about 18 inches above the floor

and adjacent to the north jamb of the original entrance door.

Second Floor

The second floors of the three towers are circles of 11 feet-4 inches

to 11 feet-6 inches diameter.
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Floors

Flooring in the Beacon is 3\ inch tongue and groove boards, 7/8

inch thick. Flooring in the Twins is 7/8 inch tongue and groove boards

of random widths from 5'-^ inches to IV-2 inches. The original floor areas

were semicircles as shown on the floor plans. Stair openings are

irregular shapes approximately 7 feet by 3 feet (see Sheets 2, 7, and 8

for floor plans). Railings around the stair openings take different forms.

The railing in the Beacon is 5 feet-3^-^ inches long and 2 feet-7 inches

high. It consists of 2 by 4 inch end posts, a 2 by 4 inch top rail with

chamfered edges, and a 1 by 2-3/4 inch intermediate rail. The railing in

the North Twin consists of two straight sections 3 feet-6 inches and 2

feet-7^-^ inches long and 2 feet-8 inches high. The railing in the South

Twin consists of two straight sections, both 3 feet-8 inches high. The

section that is attached to the wall is 2 feet-6 inches long, the other is 3

feet-5^-a inches long. The handrail is 2 inches high and 2-3/4 inches wide

with a rounded top surface. It is supported on solid panels of 3\ inch

beaded tongue and groove boards. The boards are attached at the

bottom to the face of the stair opening and covered with a fascia. The

joint with the handrail is trimmed with 1/2 inch square stock on both

sides.

A 1 by 6 inch plain board serves as baseboard in all three towers.

There is no shoe moulding, but the end of the baseboard at the top of

the stair was cut at an angle to meet the stair stringer. Where the stairs

have been relocated, the cut in the baseboard remains as a clear indicator

of its original position. In the South Twin, a similar baseboard has been

installed around the edge of the added floor area. No additional

baseboard was installed in the Beacon or the North Twin.

Walls

The walls of the three towers are a sandy-textured two-coat plaster

on wood lath over wood studs. They are circular and taper to a diameter

of 10 feet-5 inches at the bottom of the deck beams, 6 feet-9 inches

above the floor.
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Figure 13

Stairs at tine Beacon
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Figure 14

Built-in cabinet at the Beacon
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Ceilings
^

The ceilings of all three towers consist of the underside of the

lantern deck, 2-3/4 by 1\ inch grooved and splined planks, and the 8

inch wide by 1\ inch deep circular-sawed beams which support them.

Near the center of each ceiling is a board-framed hatch opening which

historically provided access to the lantern above. (See Sheet 5) The

lantern is still in place on the Beacon, but the lanterns from the Twins

were retained by the Bureau of Lighthouses when the towers were sold.

The hatches are still in place, however. Roofing material was simply

applied over the top of the hatches. Paint lines and nail holes on the

hatch frames indicate the locations of the stairs or ladders which provided

access to the hatches. There are no corresponding indications of the

attachment of ladders to the floors of the lighthouses.

The ceiling of the Beacon retains some 12 inch f'berboard acoustical

tiles, stapled to 1 by 3 inch nailers which are in turn nailed to the

bottom of the deck beams. The beams and the underside of the deck ar<^

unpainted. The joint of this ceiling finish with the wall was trimmed with

a ^-a by 2 inch wood strip. The ceiling of the South Twin is the exposed

underside of the lantern deck. It has been painted with one coat of

white paint. The ragged edge of the plaster is exposed just below the

beams. The ceiling of the North Twin is also the exposed underside of

the lantern deck, but in this case, unpainted. One of the beams is

stenciled "B. James & Co." A cove moulding is applied to the wall below

the beams to cover the edge of the plaster. The flat surface of the

moulding is not flat against the wall, but the angle between the two flat

surfaces is against the wall and the flat surfaces d^r^ at an approximate 45

degree angle to the wall. We assume the moulding was applied this way

because it would conform more easily to the curvature of the wall.

The two middle lantern deck beams in the South Twin s^re. severely

rotted and require replacement.
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In all three towers a pattern of nail holes and cut nails at 16 inches

on center indicates that there were finished ceilings other than the ones

which are present. This ceiling was probably a wood lath and plaster

system identical to the walls and the first floor ceiling, but applied to

nailers rather than directly to the structure. Further evidence of this

historic finish is found on the outside surfaces of the hatch frames in the

form of horizontal paint lines where a plaster ceiling would have butted

the hatch frames.

Furnishings

The second floor of the Beacon is furnished with a single

wall-mounted pull-chain light fixture just west of the window. The wire

to this fixture is exposed on the wall down to the baseboard and north to

a duplex receptacle in the baseboard. In the western portion of the

North Twin second floor is a bracket for a small clothes rod. It is

painted first pink, then the present white. The pink is on top of the

blue paint on the wall. A similar clothes rod is located on the second

floor of the South Twin. It is mounted on a plain board which extends

from the baseboard up to 5 feet-6 inches above the floor. There is one

duplex outlet in the newer section of baseboard near the end of the

original section of baseboard.

The Lantern

Originally, all three towers supported small "lantern" structures

whose purpose was to shelter the lighting apparatus from the elements

and to allow the greatest possible transmission of light out to sea. As

discussed earlier, the lanterns from the Twins were retained by the

Bureau of Lighthouses as a source of replacement parts. When the

Beacon was sold, its lantern was included, but the lighting apparatus was

retained by the Bureau of Lighthouses for use in the iron tower which

was moved from Chatham to replace the Beacon. When that lighting

apparatus was replaced by the Coast Guard, it was acquired by Cape Cod

National Recreation Area and is now on display in the Salt Pond Visitor

Center.
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The lantern on the Beacon has survived to the present with minimal

alterations (see Figure 15). The floor of the lantern consists of 2-3/4 by

1\ inch planks, grooved and joined with splines. The joints have been

filled with oakum and caulked like the deck of a ship to prevent water

penetration. The planks are face nailed to the supporting beams with

large cut spikes which have elongated hexagonal heads with raised circle

designs. The nails are countersunk and caulked. Areas of gray paint

survive on the floor. This floor is continuous with the lantern deck

outside, but that deck has been covered and could not be inspected for

this report. The inside diameter of the lantern floor is 6 feet-5^-^ inches.

Walls

The walls of the lantern consist of a circular section 3 feet-3^-5 inches

high (the parapet) and a nine-sided glazed area above. The interior

finish of the parapet is 1\ inch beaded tongue and groove boards applied

vertically to a system of curved nailers at floor level and at 2 feet-8

inches above. The nailers and the structure above d^x-^ supported by 2

by Th inch wood studs, equally spaced around the perimeter both inside

and out. The exterior wall is also made of Z\ inch tongue and groove

boards. Wall thickness is 1 foot-2 inches. The tops of the boards d^ro.

flush with the bottom of the cast iron sill at 3 feet-2^-5 inches.

Twenty-seven of the boards have been removed but are stored in the

lantern. Five of these need to be replaced. There are four ventilation

intake shafts evenly distributed around the perimeter of the parapet (see

sheets 4 and 5). They provided fresh air with minimum draft for the

combustion of the illuminating fuel. The ventilator ball on the roof was

for exhaust of combustion gases.

The parapet is capped by a three-piece cast iron sill (see Sheet 5).

The pieces SiV& identical one-third-of-a-circle arcs with cast-in fittings for

joining them together and for attaching the glazing bars to the sill. The

pieces of the sill are joined with hexagonal head machine bolts. Glazing

bars SiX-Q attached at the joints and at the third points of the sill pieces

for a total of nine glazing bars and nine lights. The sill is 1 foot-2

inches wide and 6 feet-5^-^ inches inside diameter with glazing bars and
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Figure 15

The lantern at the Beacon
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stops mounted near its inner edge. The outer section of the sill is

sloped for drainage. The profile of the glazing bars is similar to an

airfoil. The outer glass stop is a half-round bar attached with brass

machine screws. The remainder of the glazing bar consists of a rabbet to

receive the plate glass and two curved surfaces which meet in a vertical

line at the inside edge. The connection of the glazing bar to the sill Is

accomplished with a machine-threaded rod at the bottom of the bar

passing through a hole in a lug in the sill and held tight with a

hexagonal nut. The joint at the top of the glazing bar is concealed by

the eave plate assembly. The lights are 5/16 inch plate glass sheets 2

feet-4 inches wide and 3 feet-0 inches high, but glass stops reduce the

clear area to 2 feet-3 inches by 2 feet-11 inches. All of the lights are

cracked or broken to varying degrees, probably as the result of

inadequate resistance to lateral and torsional forces (see pp. 86-92 of this

report for a discussion of the structural performance of the lighthouses).

Ceiling

The ceiling of the lantern is a nine-sided pyramidal shape with a

1'-0 and 3/4" diameter opening at its center. The opening is designed to

conduct combustion gases into a chimney and thence into the ventilator

ball and to the outside. See Sheet 5 of the drawings. Nine iron bars,

V^ inches by 1/8 inch, support triangular sheet iron ceiling panels. The

manner of attaching the copper roofing to the lantern structure is

completely concealed.

Access

Access to the lantern from the tower and from the lantern to the

deck or "gallery" is by small hatchways. See Sheet 5 for details. There

are two small doors flush with the inner and outer surfaces of the

parapet that give access to the deck. Both are curved board and batten

doors with the battens on the normally concealed side. The exposed

sides are finished to match surrounding materials. The floor hatch is flat

and rectangular except for a segment of a circle cutout around the

pedestal of the lighting apparatus. The battens are on the bottom of the

door.
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Furnishings

Roller shade mounting brackets are attached to the eave assembly

above each glazing bar. The brackets are offset so that alternate shades

will be mounted high and low and the shades will overlap to exclude as

much light as possible. Shading was necessary because daylight

adversely affects the light transmission characteristics of the lead crystal

lens elements. Because of the odd number of lights, two adjacent shades

must be mounted at the same height.

Structural Description

The structural elements of the lighthouses will be described in this

section. An engineering report on safety and load-bearing limits is

presented at the end of this Section. Since it is the most complete of the

structures, the Beacon will be the focus of this section.

Lantern

The lantern roof structure is apparently supported on nine radial

ribs, V-a inches wide, 1/8 inch deep, and 4 feet-3 inches long. The

upper sides of the ribs are concealed in the 2 inch thickness of the roof

structure and the ribs may actually be the bottom flanges of C-, L-, I-,

or Z-shaped beams or even solid bars. The ribs are attached to a

compression ring at the center and are supported by the eave assembly at

the ends. The eave assembly is concealed, so its exact configuration

could not be determined. The visible interior section appears to be a

L-shaped iron section. The eave assembly rests on nine lenticular

glazing bars with maximum dimensions of 4\ inches radially and ^hi inches

tangentially . The bars are 3 feet-0 inches high and are bolted to a

circular cast iron sill that consists of three 120 degree sections with a 6

foot-5^-a inch inside diameter and a 1 foot-2 inch width. This sill is

supported by inner and outer circles of 2 by Z\ inch wood studs, six in

each circle. The studs rest on curved plates on the lantern deck.
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Lantern Deck

The lantern deck consists of 2-3/4 by 1\ inch planks grooved and

joined with splines. The diameter of the deck is 14 feet-V-^ inches. The

planks are supported by four 8 inch wide and 1\ inch deep pine beams at

3 feet-4 inches on center. They in turn are supported on 2 by 4 inch

plates atop the circular tower walls.

Walls

The walls of the lighthouse towers consist of 2 by 4 inch studs at

^^\ inches on center around the perimeter of the structures and tapering

inward approximately 1 inch per foot of height. Sheathing is 7/8 by 2\

inch boards installed at approximately 70 degrees from horizontal. The

interior covering is plaster on wood lath.

Second Floor

The composition of the second floor structures was impossible to

determine without destructive investigations. Because of the 1\ inch floor

thickness and the width and spacing of the first floor joists, it is

assumed that the second floor joists are 2 by 6 inches and 16 inches on

center. The structure of the additional floor area for the second floor of

the Beacon is exposed and consists of 2 by 6 inch joists at 16 inches on

center. The maximum span for second floor joists is about 11 feet-8

Inches.

First Floor

The first floor structure consists of 2 by 8 inch joists at 16 to 17

inches on center. The maximum span for first floor joists is about 12

feet-8 inches. One of the longer joists near the center of the first floor

of the Beacon has been cut and headers have been installed to

accommodate the weight for the clockwork flashing mechanism passing

through the first floor. The ends of the joists are notched and mortised

into an 8 by 8 inch circular wood sill. The sill is built-up from 2 inch
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dimension lumber, laid flat, trimmed to conform to the circular plan of the

lighthouses, and bolted together.

Foundation

The original foundations of the Three Sisters were posts driven 4

feet into the ground. The present foundation of the Beacon is a mix of

posts driven an unknown depth into the ground and concrete piers. The

sill is anchored to the posts and piers by iron rods. In point of fact,

the Beacon was moved on September 13, 1983, and now rests on cribbing

near the Twins. This is a temporary storage arrangement, but the tower

should, nevertheless, be restrained from lateral movement or overturning

by cables and soil anchors as detailed in a DSC memorandum dated

February 3, 1984. (See Appendix F)

The foundations of the Twins are circular poured-in-place concrete

walls of unknown depth, but probably with a spread footing. It was not

possible to investigate the anchoring, if any, of the towers to the

foundations because the crawl spaces are inaccessible.

Stairs

The stairs in the Three Sisters consist of curving composite

stringers and wedge-shaped treads as shown on Sheet 6 of the drawings.

The outer stringers are 1 by 6 inch boards with half-round trim attached

to the top surfaces. The inner stringers are also 1 by 6 inch boards but

with 1 by 2 inch strips applied to the exposed surface near the top and

bottom. This creates a C-shaped cross section that can be analyzed as a

beam with a thin web and thicker flanges. The outer stringers are

adjacent to the curved exterior walls and may be attached to them

inconspicuously if additional support is necessary. The inner stringers

span a maximum horizontal distance of 10 feet from first floor to second.

1. "Description of Light-House Towers, Buildings, and Premises at

Nauset Beach, Massachusetts, Light-Station, January 11, 1910," pp. 2-3,

First District Coast Guard Files, Boston, Massachusetts.
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The treads are of constant 1-1/8 inch thickness and widths vary from 6k

inches at the inner stringers to 10 inches at the outer stringers.

Load-Bearing Limits of Structure

The existing conditions and proposed uses of the three lighthouses

are contained in the architectural data section. As stated, the Beacon is

the only lighthouse of the three designated for public visitation. While

the new foundation will be similar for all three lighthouses, the load

analysis of existing walls and floors will be based on those conditions

existing at the Beacon. The existing structural systems of the Twins

appear stable for their proposed use.

Foundation

The proposed foundation at the new location of the Three Sisters is

a continuous concrete wall and spread footing. The foundation will be

designed for a net bearing capacity of 4,000 psf as recommended in the

"Geotechnical Engineering Report" by Eastern Geotechnical Associates,

December 21, 1982. Footing dimensions will be determined by imposed

dead loads and floor live loads as noted in the floor section below. The

lighthouses will be anchored to the foundation to prevent overturning due

to wind loading. The proposed foundation is shown on the drawings.

Floor Framing

The floor capacities shown below are derived from existing conditions

at the Beacon. Because many structural members are hidden from view

with architectural finishes, the analysis is based on sound members with

full cross-section. Two lantern deck beams in the South Twin are

severely rotted and should be replaced. If, during further investigation,

other structural members are found to be decayed, then additional

analysis and/or repair is required.
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The Beacon Floor Load Analysis

Floor Level

First floor

Second floor

Lantern deck

Allowable Existing Allowable
Total Dead Live

Floor Framing Load (psf) Load (psf) Load (psf)

2x8 c 16" o.c. 53 11 42
2x6 c 16" o.c. 31 7 24
8x8 c 40" o.c. 149 69* 80

*Lantern bears on deck beams. Dead load of lantern estimated to be 1500
pounds. Includes 25 psf snow load on lantern roof.

For comparison purposes the minimum uniformly distributed live load,

as listed in the 1980 Massachusetts State Building Code, for places of

assembly (public use) is 100 psf. Using this criteria, the designated

public assembly areas (first and second floors) will not meet minimum live

load requirements. Due to potential for floor overload, the floor systems

must be either strengthened to accommodate the additional loading or use

of the space must be limited. In the latter case, this requires limiting

the number of people in the structure at one time. This would appear to

be the preferred alternative because strengthening the existing floor

systems would damage the architectural finishes. Also, the size of the

building alone provides limitation in terms of number of occupants. Based

on the existing framing, the maximum number of people permissable at the

first floor is 10 persons and at the second floor is 5 persons. Loading

beyond this number will require strengthening of the floor systems.

Lantern Roof

The metal roof framing at the Beacon is inaccessible, therefore

structural member sizes could not be determined. In order to determine

the load bearing capacity, the member sizes and condition must be known.

It can be noted, however, that the lantern roof has existed for 130 years

with no visible deterioration. Investigation to determine the existing

member sizes and condition at the Beacon will require some destruction of
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historic fabric. This investigation should be performed if the lantern is

opened for public use.

If reconstructed lantern roofs are installed on the Twins, then the

roof framing should be designed for contemporary loading. In accordance

with the current Massachusetts State Building Code, the design roof live

load (snow) is 25 psf. No difficulties are anticipated in the roof framing

design for this value. No attempt will be made to reproduce the roof

framing of the Beacon, because the framing will be concealed and

investigation to determine the lantern roof framing over the Beacon would

destroy historic fabric.

Wall Framing

This part is concerned with gravity load imposed on the walls only.

(The lateral analysis of the walls is contained in the following part.) The

stud wall framing consists of 2 x 4"s at iVi o.c. with wood sheathing.

The wood sheathing acts as continuous lateral support for each stud.

Based on this framing situation, the existing wall framing can support a

100 psf live load on both the second floor and lantern deck.

Lateral Analysis

The existing stud wall framing is capable of resisting the 21 psf

wind load required by the Massachusetts State Building Code (0-50 feet

building height, wind load zone 3, Exposure C). This load controls for

light-weight, low-height buildings instead of earthquake load in this area.

The wall sheathing acts as a diaphragm to transfer the wind load to the

foundation. Anchoring the lighthouses at the foundation against

overturning has been mentioned previously in the Foundation part.

Some cracking has appeared in the window area of the Beacon

lantern. This appears to be caused by movement of the metal window

framing and the lack of lateral rigidity. Some stiffening of the existing

members may be required to protect breakage of new glass. If new

lanterns are reconstructed for the Twins, the members will be designed

with adequate stiffness against wind load.
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Summary

The existing lighthouses are in basically good structural condition.

Two problems occur at the Beacon which are potential overload of the

floor levels and lack of information needed to properly analyse the lantern

roof framing. Overload of the floors can be resolved by limiting the

number of people per floor level. Additional investigation of the lantern

roof framing should be performed if the lantern is opened to the public.
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Proposed Work

Treatment Alternatives

It is our firm conviction that the treatments proposed and carried

out on the Three Sisters should be consistent with NPS policy as

expressed in NPS-28. We also believe that the treatments should be

internally consistent, i.e., a preservation alternative should not include

any restoration or reconstruction work that is not absolutely essential to

the stabilization and preservation of the structure.

The task directive for this project identified five alternative

approaches to the treatment of the Three Sisters. Those alternatives

were formulated as treatments for the missing elements of the lighthouses

and they are listed directly below. For this report, the alternatives have

been reformulated as treatments for the three structures in their existing

condition. The HSR Alternatives are listed after the Task Directive

Alternatives with corresponding numbers. The use of substitute materials

is now an option to be considered in the construction documents phase of

the Restoration alternatives.

TASK DIRECTIVE ALTERNATIVES

1

.

No action

2. Historically accurate reconstruction

3. Approximate reconstruction using modern materials and

techniques

4. Installing similar (or identical) elements salvaged from other

sites

5. "Ghosting" the missing element with a framework
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HSR alternatives

1 . Preservation

2. Restoration

3. deleted

4 Restoration using salvaged elements

5. "Ghosting" the missing elements with a framework

Preservation

It must be noted that a pure preservation and stabilization treatment was

made impossible by the demolition of the attached cottage structures and

the move of the Beacon. The following items of work are necessary to

preserve the Three Sisters:

1. Repair or replace roofing on the Twins. Replace the deck

covering on the Beacon.

2. Repair or replace cornice mouldings as necessary.

3. Repair all existing windows. (This work would be extensive for

some of the later windows.)

4. Completely reshingle all three towers.

5. Repair sheathing as necessary at the time of reshingling.

6. Repair entrance door frames. Install flashing at top of door

frames.

7. Repair termite-damaged first floor joists and sills.
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8. Replace two rotted deck beams in the south Twin.

9. Install new framing, sheathing, and shingles in the nonhistoric

door opening on the south side of the Beacon. (This work can

be justified as stabilization on the basis of the lack of an

existing closure for this opening and the necessity for such a

closure to prevent weather damage to the structure. The

opening was exposed as a result of the removal of the cottage

wings.

)

10. Repair wood parapet inside and outside.

11. Replace all plate glass in lantern.

12. Clean and repaint all metal surfaces of the lantern.

13. Anchor the Beacon against lateral and uplift forces. (This may

be accomplished in a temporary manner with cables and soil

anchors or permanently with a new foundation.)

14. Repaint all towers in present color schemes.

The following items of work would be inappropriate for the

preservation alternative because they constitute restoration or

reconstruction treatments:

1. Remove nonhistoric windows and install new framing, sheathing

and shingles over the openings. This work would be less

costly on both an initial cost and a maintenance cost basis than

repairing the existing windows, but it is philosophically

inappropriate. If preservation treatment is undertaken as an

interim measure prior to restoration, then it would be

appropriate to remove the nonhistoric windows and shingle over

them.
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2. Move the towers to the proposed new site and locate them in a

line at 150 feet apart. Though this would accomplish the

objective of making the lighthouses available for visitor

enjoyment and interpretation, it would be inconsistent to restore

the towers to a circa 1910 (or earlier) site arrangement without

restoring the towers to their appearance at that time. (See

sheet 11, Alternative B of the HSR drawings for a graphic

representation of this proposal.)

3. Reconstruct storm porches for all three towers and lanterns for

the Twins. This work is clearly incompatible with a

preservation treatment and would complicate a future move to

the proposed new site.

Restoration

The project team recommends restoration of the lighthouses. There

is sufficient documentary, physical, and photographic evidence for a

restoration to be done with a minimum of conjecture. Since a restoration

treatment by definition involves "recovering the historic form and details

of a structure," we must first determine which of the many appearances

over time of the Nauset Beach Light Station is the "historic" appearance.

We will approach the problem of identifying the historic period for

the Three Sisters by progressively narrowing the possible range of dates

for a restoration. The earliest possible date is 1892, the year of

construction. The latest possible date is 1923 when the last of the Three

Sisters ceased being used as a lighthouse. Since the significance of the

Three Sisters is due in large part to their number, site plan and use as

lighthouses, we can pinpoint the end of the historic period at June 1,

1911, when the Beacon became a flashing light (attached to the keeper's

residence) and the Twins were extinguished. The only change to the

lighthouses between 1892 and 1911 was the addition of storm porches in

1895. The longer time span, better documentation, and preservation

philosophy all support the selection of 1895 to 1911 as the historic period.

The period 1895 to 1911 includes sixteen of nineteen possible years; we
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have the official report of the inspection of the lighthouses for 1910; and

preservation philosophy would prefer saving the evidence of the storm

porches in place in a restoration treatment to destroying that evidence to

restore the lighthouses to an earlier period. This treatment is illustrated

as Alternative A on Sheet 11 of the HSR drawings.

The following items of work are necessary for and consistent with a

restoration treatment:

1. Move all three towers to the proposed new site and arrange

them in a line at 150 feet on center on new foundations.

2. Reconstruct lanterns for the Twins using the Beacon lantern as

a model.

3. Reconstruct storm porches at the entrances to all three towers

using physical evidence, historic photographs, and comparative

evidence of the Brant Point Lighthouse.

4. Replace roofing on the lantern decks and parapets of all three

lighthouses.

5. Repair or replace cornice mouldings as necessary.

6. Completely reshingle all three towers.

7. Repair sheathing as necessary at the time of reshingling.

8. Repair entrance door frames.

9. Repair termite-damaged first floor joists and sills.

10. Replace two rotted deck beams in the south Twin.

11. Install new framing, sheathing, and shingles in the nonhistoric

door opening on the south side of the Beacon and in the six

nonhistoric window openings.
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12. Repair the historic windows.

13. Repair wood parapet inside and outside.

14. Replace all plate glass in lantern.

15. Clean and repaint all metal surfaces of the lantern on the

Beacon.

16. Replace the stanchions and railings on all three lighthouses.

17. Repaint all three lighthouses in their historic color schemes.

18. Remove brackets from the Beacon.

If the restoration alternative is selected for implementation, but

funds are not available to accomplish the entire job at one time, the work

could be performed in two phases. The first phase would be a

preservation effort including items 6, 7, 10, 11, 13, and 14 above. A

later restoration phase should include items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, and

15 above. Modern materials may be considered as substitutes for cast

iron on the final designs for reconstruction of lanterns for the Twins.

Restoration Using Salvaged Elements

A review of NPS-28 shows the use of similar salvaged elements to be

improper.

The reproduction of missing elements made with new, similar, or

substitute materials must duplicate the composition, design,

color, texture, and other visual qualities of the missing

architectural features. Their design is to be substantiated by

historical, physical, or pictorial evidence rather than based on
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conjectural designs or the availability of different architectural
2

features from other structures.

It would also be improper to use identical elements unless salvage

was the only possible way to preserve them. The only known identical

lantern is on the Aransas Pass Lighthouse and it is well maintained. No

identical storm porches are known.

Therefore this alternative is inappropriate.

"Ghosting" the Missing Element with a Framework

"Ghosting" as a treatment alternative is not addressed in NPS-28. It

has been done successfully on two structures managed by the National

Park Service--the Benjamin Franklin House and the gunboat "Cairo."

Both of these projects have been recognized with several design

awards--most recently a Presidential Design Award for Franklin Court.

We believe "ghosting" is an appropriate solution to the dilemma of

restoring a structure to meet interpretive goals when there is insufficient

information for a restoration with minimal conjecture. It may also be an

appropriate solution to the dilemma of how to treat a structure for which

there is sufficient information to justify a restoration, but insufficient

funding to accomplish it. We consider the information presented in this

report sufficient to support a restoration treatment, but we have also

provided a cost estimate for "ghosting" lanterns and storm porches so

that management may consider this alternative.

Life Safety and Property Protection

Given the small size of the Beacon, the limited sources of ignition

present, and the limits on occupancy imposed by its structural capacity,

2. Cultural Resources Management Guidelines , NPS-28 , Release No. 2,

December 1981, Chapter 2, Page 7.
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minimal measures should suffice to protect the lives of its occupants.

The limit of five persons on the second floor and ten persons on the first

should be strictly enforced for life safety as well as structural reasons.

The single exit is the controlling factor for first floor occupancy, and the

availability of the lantern deck and parapet hatches for emergency escape

provide a sufficient level of safty to allow occupancy of the second floor.

Ionization detectors, one for each floor with local signal, are recommended

to enhance life safety. Because the Twins will not be occupied, no life

safety measures will be necessary.

For property protection, fire suppression equipment should be

available in each tower. If water supply to the site can be provided, a

fire hydrant (or two) and a fire cache/hose house with sufficient hose

and other firefighting equipment is recommended. The fire cache/hose

house could be located at the parking lot (requiring a great length of

hose to reach the north tower) or at the edge of the clearing near the

central tower or two hose houses could be located midway between the

central tower and the north and south towers.

Accessibility

Because the Beacon is the only one of the three structures which

may be open for visitor use, it is the only one which must be made

accessible to visitors with impaired mobility. The floor of the sotrm

porch will be level with the first floor. The historic photographs do not

show whether stairs or ramps led to the storm porches; therefore, the

Beacon may be set close enough to grade that the path can slope directly

to the threshold. Thus, the first floor can be made accessible, but the

steep stair and limited floor area make access to the second floor

impossible for those with impaired mobility. An alternative interpretive

program should be devised for the mobility-impaired.
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Analysis of Effects

Preservation

A preservation treatment would have the minimum impact on the

physical fabric of the lighthouses. It would not allow the desired visitor

experience of seeing the Three Sisters in a row and as they appeared

between 1895 and 1910. It would also require consultation with the State

Historic Preservation Officer and repetition of the Section 106 compliance

process.

Restoration

A restoration to the historic period, 1895 to 1911, would require

removal of nonhistoric elements and reconstruction of missing historic

elements. It would provide the optimal visitor experience of seeing the

Three Sisters together in their approximate histo-^ic appearance, but

without the other structures of the Nauset Beach Light Station and on a

different site with different compass orientation. The new site also seems

to present some difficulties in aligning the focal planes of the three lights

at the same elevation with respect to each other. The original elevation

of 97 feet above sea level cannot be achieved at the new site. If this

treatment is implemented, these shortcomings should be remedied by

interpretive means. Since this treatment was included in the DCP which

was reviewed and approved by the SHPO and the Advisory Council on

Historic Preservation, it can be accomplished within the parameters of the

existing PMOA.

"Ghosting"

"Ghosting" of the missing lanterns and storm porches would require

removal of some nonhistoric windows and reconstruction of lanterns and

porches with an open framework. This alternative would suggest to the

visitor what the historic appearance was without recreating it precisely.

It would share the shortcomings of the restoration alternative listed above

and would require consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer

and repetition of the Section 106 compliance process.
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NAUSET BEACH LIGHTHOUSES HSR
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATES FOR

PROPOSED TREATMENTS

1. General requirements

2. Site work
Clearing
Foundation excavation
Water line

Underground electrical line

Walks
Move three towers
Remove nonhistone windows

3. Concrete
Footings & stem walls

4. Masonry

5. Metals
Cast iron lanterns
Galvanized steel lanterns
Stainless steel lanterns
Replace stanchions and rails

6. Wood & plastics

Replace deck beams
Replace lantern deck planks
Repair first floor loists

Infill Beacon doorway
Infill nonhistone windows
Reconstruct storm porches complete
Repair or replace cornice moldings
Repair parapet inside & out
Miscellaneous carpentry repairs

7. Thermal & moisture protection
Reshingle three towers
Repair sheathing as necessary
Repair roofing on Twins
Replace roofing on Twins
Replace roofing on Beacon
Repair Beacon lantern roof
New lantern roofs for Twins

8. Doors & windows
Repair nonhistone windows
Repair historic windows
Replace plate glass Beacon lantern
Install plate glass m new lanterns
Repair entrance door frames

9. Finishes
Prepare & prime exterior wood
Paint shingles
Paint windows 4 doors
Prepare & prime metals
Paint metals
Repair plaster
Paint int walls & ceilings
Paint int. trim

'0. Specialities

11

.

Equipment

12. Furnishings

13. Special construction

14. Conveying systems

15. Mechanical
Fire hose house (optional)

Sprinkler system (optional)

16. Electrical
Fire detection system (optional)
Intrusion detection system (optional)
Building wiring
Telephone service

QUANTITY UNITS COST/UNIT

(included m individual work items)

PRESERVATION RESTORATION GHOSTING

150 00

500 00
500 00

222 00
360 00

6 00

150 00

none

2 00
2 00
Z 00

400 00

2 00
20 00
100 00
42 00
48 00
60 00
126 00
30 00

2500.00
2500 00
260.00
260.00
130.00

90.00

6 00
3 00

72 00
144 00

3 00

2700 00
2500 00

6 00
120 00
120 00
100 00
900 00
120 00

none

none

none

none

none

1 00

600.00

600.00
600 00
600.00

lump sum
Im. ft. 5 00
Iin. ft. 12 00
lin. ft. 7 00

sq. ft. 20 00

sq. ft. 12 00
each 50 00

lin. ft. 60.00

each 7500.00
each 5000.00
each 6000.00

lin. ft. 7.00

each 500 . 00

sq. ft. 3.50
lin. ft. 2.00

sq. ft. 15.00

sq. ft. 5.00

sq. ft. 30.00
lin. ft. 8.00
lin. ft. 11.00
lump sum

sq ft. 4.00
sq. ft. 0.85
sq. ft. 0.50
sq. ft. 1.00
sq. ft 1 00
lump sum
sq. ft. 20.00

each 500.00
each 500 00

sq. ft. 15 00

sq. ft. 15 00
each 250.00

sq. ft. 0.40
sq. ft. 0.40
each 60.00

lin. ft. 0.75
lin. ft. 0.75
sq. ft. 3 50
sq. ft. 0.30
lin. ft. 1.60

each 4000 00

sq. ft. 6 00

sq. ft. 2.00
sq. ft. 2.00
sq. ft. 5.00
lump sum

1000 00
70 00

200.00
630.00

1008.00

500.00

10000.00
2125.00
130.00

130.00

3000 00
1500.00
1080.00

750.00

1080.00
1000 00
720.00
90.00
90.00

1500.00
750 00

6000.00
3500 00
4440 00
4320 00

300 00

9OO0 00

15000.00

1200.00

1000 00
70 00

200 00
630 00
240 00
1800 00
1008 00
330 00
500 00

10000 00
2125 00

260 00
130 00
400 00
1600 00

1500.00
1080.00
2160.00
7S0.00

1080 00
1000.00
760.00
90,00
90.00
350.00
270.00
192.00

1500 00
750 00

6000 00

3S00 00
4440 00
4320 00
300.00

9000.00

5000 00

1000 00
70 00

200 00
630 00
240 00
900 00
1008 00
330 00
500 00

10000 00
2125 00

260 00
130 00
400 00

00

1500 00
1080.00

750.00

1080.00
1000.00
760.00
90 00
90.00

350 00
270.00
192.00

25103.00

3000 00
1500.00

78225 00

3000 00
1500 00

62365 00
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APPENDIX A

MEASURED DRAWINGS
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APPENDIX B

The Armeria's sister ship the Azalia
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THE AZALEA.

QKNKRAL DESCRIPTION.

There will be one right-handed cast-iron screw-propeller, of about 8 feet diameter

and snitable pitch, driven by an inverted-cylinder surface-condensing two-cylinder

fore-and-aft compound engine, the cylinders to be 19 inches and ;{G inches in >liameter,

with a stroke of 28 inches.

BOIUCR.

There is to be one cylindrical boiler, 11 feet 9 inches diameter outside of the smallest

course of shell, and 11 feet 4 inches long from outwide to outside of ends.

There are to be two Fox's patent corrugated furnaces, 40 inches in diameter ; inside

corrugations to extend from the front end to the back tube-head and secured thereto

by means of a single seam of rivets of diameter and pitch to suit the thickuess of the

plates.

The back-connection will b© 29| inches long at the bottom and 2G inches at the top,

increased in a direction parallel with the length of the boiler, and tna side sheets are

to be carried et ' entric to the shell, so that the distance between the shell and said

side-sheet will be about 5^ inches in the clear at the bottom, increase upward to a-

distance, in the clear, of about 7^ inches, increased diametrical! j* at the height of

the top row of the tubes. The crown-sheet is to be horizontal and stayed by means
of wronght-iron girders, properly spaced, and formed at the ends to have bearings

on the front, back, and crown plates, and have a clear space of not less than IJ

inches between the crown-sheet and the bottom of the girders.

The shell of the boiler will be made in two lengths of shell, longitudinally, the

smaller course toward the front, or firing end, and suitable thickuei^s to meet the re-

quirements of the United States steam-boiler inspection for a working pressure of

110 ponuds per gauge. The circumferential seam will be a double lap-riveted seam,

and the longitudinal seams are to be properly 8pace<l to clear all fittings, and are to

be riveted and strapped to suit the requirements of the United States steam-boiler

inspection for a working pressure as stat«d above. The end plates shall be made in

not more than two plates in each end plate, the seam joining the plates to be hori-

zontal, and situated at a proper height above the tops of the tubes ; seams to be

double-riveted zigzag, with the calking edge upon the outside. There are to be one

hundred and sixty-six 3i inches outside diameter American lap-welded charcoal-iron

boiler-tubes; the distance between the tube-sheets, from inside to inside, to be about

8 feet, spaced not less than 4f inches horizontally and vertically ; a vertical space of

abont 7i inches, in the clear, to be left between the tnbes in the center of the boiler.

Stay-tnbes to be put in in a sufficient number, and to the satisfaction of the reprtt-

sentative of the Light-Honse Board. The stay-tubes are to be proportioned at the

ends for cutting suitable threads; the back-end thread to be minus and the front-

end thread plus, so that the tube will pass freely through the front head. Each
stay-tnbe to be fitted with a flat-cheek hexagonal nut, the other tnbes to be expanded
and beaded in the very best manner. Tnbes, etc., to be arranged according to work-

ing drawing fnmisbed by the Light-Honse Board.

1»
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200 REPORT OF THE LIGHT-HOUSE BOARD. 1890.

The scantlings of the boiler to be as £o11owb: Sbell-plate, \l inch in thickness,

front and rear tube-bead, } inch ; back-head of back-connection, i inch ; side (<heet«

of back-connection, -{^ inch ; crown-eheet of back-connection, rg inch; upper jiartof

end plates, i% inch
; furnace, I inch. The back-connection -will be stayed to the shell

in a substantial manner, and in accordance with the rules of the Board of Supervis-

ing Inspectors governing the construction of marine boilers to be used in salt-water.

The strain on the stays shall not exceed 5,000 pounds per square inch of section at

the bottom of the thread. The front and back ends will be provided with stays ex-

tending from ontside to oatside of shell, with hexagonal-nut washers outside, and

nuts and castings inside to stiffen the end plates properly. A pair of 3 by 3 by y^
iuches angle-iron are to be securely riveted to the inside of the end plates, one on

each side of the stay, and about | of an inch farther apart than the diameter of the

stay. The angle-irons are to extend horizontally across the endsasnfbcient distance

beyond the ontside stays to insure good work. The stays are to be spaced far enough

apart to admit s man to pass between them to inspect the boiler. These stays are to

be proportioned to stand not more than 6,000 pounds per square inch of section at the

root of the thread.

BOIUtn-FlTTrNGS.

An independent stop and safety-valve will be fitted to the boiler; the safety-valve

is to be on the shell of the boiler at the up-take end, and an exhaust-pipe of copper,

with a properly designed end of ornamental pattern, and branch-pipe to lead steam

up and out, properly attached in a substantial manner, and carried to such height

as may be directed. The safety-valve is to be of such spring safety-valve pattern

as is suitable for marine purposes, and of such size as is required by law. The stop-

valves are to be of an approved form,and will be attached to the end of the boiler

nearest the engine ; they are to be furnished complete with hand-wheels, stuffing-

box, and bonnet. A 5-inch diameter wroughtiron pipe will extend from this valve

inward along the top of the boiler, one end being made so as to prevent steam from

entering, and the other end screwed into the valve-body. The pipe will be properly

fastened to the inside of the boiler, about 3 inches from the upper side ; two rows of

}-inch diameter holes shall be drilled through the top side of said pipe, so that the

snm of the area of said holes shall be 50 per cent, in excess of the area of the pipe;

11 by IS inch elliptical man-holes and 5 by 7 inch elliptical hand-holes are to be cot

through the boiler, in such position and number as may be directed, and these open-

ings are to be properly re-enforced and fitted complete, with good hinges betwj-^n

the plates and boiler to insure tight joints and strength. The plates, bolts, and

bridge-bars are to be of the best quality of material and workmanship.

The furnaces are to be fir-'d complete with bridge-walls, grate-bars, bearing-bars,

front castings, firing and ash-pit doors, in a substantial and complete manner; the

bridge-walls to be furnished with soapstone shapes to suit the diameter of furnace.

The boiler is to be furnished complete with bottom and surface blow-valves and pipe,

feed-pipe and valves, foam-pipe, glass and cock gauges, 6-inch dial-gauges, and all

fit*;ngs necessary to place them in complete working order, such as sea-connections,

firng-tools, and all necessary fittings. The boilers are to be securely strapped to the

cr.'ulles and chocked in a substantial and neat manner, to prevent any movement
endwise or athwartship on the cradles. The smoke-box will be constructed as shown

on the drawing, and will be built double up to within 4 inches of the top of sheet-iron

casing fitted to deck ; the passages are not to be rednced-in area to less than one-fifth

of the grate area at any point. The front of the smoke-box will slope outward, and

will be framed so that the openings for doors will admit of the tnbes being removed

without (^'-ranging any of the structure.

These doors are to be hinged at the top edge and swing vertically, and are to be

finished complete, with hinges, clamps, eye-bolts, bafSe-plates, and lifting-chains,

with pulley-leaders and lines leading to some accessible and convenient point. The
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1890. REPORT OF THE LIGHT-HOUSE BOARD. 201

material of smoke-box and fannel is to be of safficient strength for first-class work,

and must be finished complete, in place, with beariugs i'or properly supporting the

weight, stays, stay-band, umbrellas, drip and shield plates, and all fittings necessary

to complete the work, to meet the requirements of the United States inspector of

gteam-vessels. All Talves to be of the best material and workmanship, properly at-

tached and fitted in place. The engine and boiler rooms are to be fitted complete

with wrought-iron platforms, ladders, and fioor-plates, as shown on the drawings, or

as may be directed during constrociion, to render every part of engine and boilers

Kcessible and convenient.

When the boiler has been properly tested, etc., asbestos and felt, or other approved

covering, shall be put on by the contractor, to the satisfaction of the representatives

of the Licht-Honse Board.

MATERIAI-

All the material of the boilers is to be Siemens-Martiu mild-steel, excepting the

tabes, with a tensile strength of not nnder 60,000 pounds nor more than 65,000 pounds
per square inch of original cross-section, and an elongation of 23 percent, in 8 inches.

Eivets are to be of the very best quality of steel, of 50,000 to 55,000 pounds tensile

rtrength per square inch, and an elongation of 30 per cent, in 6 inches.

TRIAI/-TRIP.

In addition to the necessary trials of the machinery at the dock, a trial-trip ia also

to be made, of about twelve hours' duration, or as may be directed by the Light-House
Board, at the expense of the contractor, and the engine must develop the required

400 indicated horse-power when the engine is making 107 revolutions perminnte, with

s coal-consumption as hereinbefore specified, and a cut-ofifin the high-pressure cylin-

der of one-half the stroke, links in full-gearing and steam, per gauge, at 100 poonds
pressure per square inch.

AH bearings, journals, crank-pins, and other parts of the engine to show no tend-

ency to heat or grip, but to run smoothly, the engine to piiss its centers without shock

or noise. The machinery must work on this trial-trip :o the entire satisfaction of

the representative of the Light-House Board, and if any defects should develop on the

trial, subsequent trials, at the expense of the contractor, as described above, will be

made until every part of the machinery has been proven to be in accordance with the

requirements of these specificati is, to the satisfaction of the Light-House Board.

The contract for the Azalea requires the delivery ol this vessel at the light-house de-

pot Tompkinsville, Staten Island, New York, on or befc ' seven calendar months from

thedateoftbeapprovalof the contract by the Secretary fthe Treasury. Thiscontract

was approved on February 28, 1890, so her delivery may be expected on or about Sep-

tember 28, 1890.
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>

Regulations for the United States

Lighthouse Service

1911
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INSTRUCTIONS TO LIGHT KEEPERS.

The official title of the light keepers at a station shall be keeper

(employee in charge), first assistant keeper, second assistant keeper,

third assistant keeper, etc.

The term " light keepers " shall include the keeper and all as-

sistant keepers at a station.

Qualifications of keepers.—Keei)ers and assistant keepers must be

able to read and write, and be in every respect competent to dis-

charge the duties of keeper.

In the absence of the keeper his duties will devolve upon the

senior assistant keeper present.

Weekly inspection.—Keepers will make a personal weekly in-

sj)ection of the station, including quarters of all assistants and
laborers. This inspection of quarters will be made in the presence

of the subordinate concerned at a reasonable hour, and record made
of condition in the journal.

Absences.—Light keepers shall be allowed, when practicable, 30

days' leave of absence each year, exclusive of Sundays and legal

holidays, provided that, if necessary, they furnish, at their own
expense, competent substitutes satisfactory to the inspector.

When a keeper is away from his station on authorized leave of

absence the pay and subsistence of his substitute, in case it is neces-

sarv' for him to employ one, shall be a matter of personal arrange-

ment between the keeper and the substitute.

Keepers leaving a station temporarily must notify- the senior

assistant present of their departure, return, probable duration of

absence and any other matter necessary to an intelligent execution

of their duties.

Keepers will require assistants to obtain permission before leaving

the station, to report their departure, return, and, if practicable,

directions for reaching them in an emergency.

At isolated stations, with or without quarters, all absences of what-

ever nature will be reported to the inspector on the proper form.

All cases of sickness or other disability preventing a •proper per-

formance of duty will be reported as " absence caused by sickness,

etc"
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160 INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PERSONNEL.

Stations with quarters: Keepers are not considered absent from
duty when engagt?d in regular routine of station, sucli as petting

supplies, mail, etc., and attending church, except where such work
requires a trip of se\cnil hours' duration. In tlie latter case, an ab-

sence of over six hours in the daytime, or any absence at night, shall

be reported.

Stations without quarters: A keeper at his authorized home or

en route between the iigiil structure :>nd his home, while off watch
shall not be considered as alisent from the st.ition. Absences of any
other character will be reported as prescribed in the preceding

paragraph.

Si)ecial or doubtful ca.ses not covered by these regulations will be

referred to the inspector for decision.

Light stations must never be left unattended.—Either the keeper

or an assistant must always l>e present on duty. At .stations having

no assistant, the keeper must arrange for some competent person to

take charge during his absence, which should not extend beyond

sunset, except in an emergency, at isolated stations, or unle.ss author-

ized by the ins|)ector.

In cases of sickness or other di.sability, light keepers must provide

efficient reliefs, and when the disability is likely to be of long dura-

tion, prompt report of the fact must be made to the inspector.

Watches.—At stations having an assistant, watches must be kept

and so divided that an equal .share of work and desirable hours of

watch shall fall to the keeper and to each assistant. AVatches shall

be stood in such place and manner as to give continuous and the best

possible attention to the light and the fog signal when in oj)eration.

At stations having no assistant, the keeper must visit the light at

least twice between 8 p. m. and sunrise, and on stormy nights the

light must be constantly looked after.

Length of time to exhibit lights.—Lights must be exhibited

punctually at sunset and kept burning at full intensity until sunrise,

when the light will be extinguished and the apparatu.^ put in order

without delay for relighting. When not in use, the illuminating

apparatus must he covered, and the lantern curtains hung.

At stations where navigation is closed by ice in the winter, and

in the absence of definite instructions from the inspector, lights may
be extinguished when navigation ceases, but must always be shown

when it is at all possible for ves^'ls to benefit by them. The time

of discontinuance and of relighting must \k' promptly reported.

Keepers of isolated stations, when in doubt, should be governed in

exhibiting their lights by the action of those less isolated.

All machinery must be inspected and turned over daily by hand

or other power.
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LIGHT KEEPERS. ' 161

Tests of fog-signal engines.—Fog signals operated by oil engines,

or otherwise than by steam, will be worked at full pressure at least

15 minutes each week.

Steam fog signals will be operated at full pressure at least 15

minutes each month.

The weekly and monthly tests prescribed shall be noted on the

monthly fog signal reports (Forms 302 and 6G) "Remarks " column.

Special reports will be forwarded of any defects in the apparatus

requiring action by the inspector's office.

Fog signals will be operated when the atmosphere is not clear

enough to see giAcn objects 5 miles distant, unless special instruc-

tions are given to the contrary.

Duplicate fog-signal plants.—When any part of the plant or equip-

ment is in duplicate, each set should be given an equal amount of

usage.

Cleanliness of station.—Light keepers must keep their premises

clean and well whitewashed; grounds in order; all the inside painted

work of the lanterns well washed, and, when required, they must
retouch it with paint. The spare articles embraced in the list of

allowances must be kept on hand and examined frequently, and
sliould be kept clean and in order for use.

Property returns for light stations.—A property return shall be

prepared for each light station by the keeper, showing the property

on hand at his station on June 30 of each year, and the property

received and expended during the fiscal year. One copy must be

forwarded to the inspector not later than August 1. An inventory

must be taken and the property reported in the return must be

checked by actual count, and all discrepancies must be explained in a

letter attached to the return, or by certificates for lost property. For

use in making up the property return and examining the same, there

must.be kept at each station a file of all invoices or bills for property

received. Account must be kept of all supj^lies expended, either by

memorandum receipts or in a memorandum book.

The property records at the station shall from time to time be sub-

jected to such examination at the station, to verify their correctness,

as can be arranged for by the inspector, and the annual return will

be verified in the district office.

Erection of buildings.—Keepers shall not erect large buildings of

a permanent character on lighthouse premises, except as such work
may be authorized. Keepers may erect, at their own expense, minor

buildings, such as henhouses. Approval must first be obtained, how-

ever, from the lighthouse inspector, as to the location, size, exterior

appearance, disposition upon the removal of the keeper, etc.

3412°—11 11
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162 INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PERSONNEL.

Salutes.—Vessels displaying the lighthouse pennant having on

board officials or persons entitled to such courtesy, shall be saluted

with three strokes of the bell, upon arrival at, departure from, or

"when passing a. light station equipped with a bell. Bells having

no inside clapper should have connecting rods detached before salut-

ing with the striker.

Boats.—Boats shall be marked and known by their official numbers
assigned by the inspector. Boats shall be used for official purposes

only, which shall be construed to include all work connected directly

or indirectly with the care and maintenance of the station and the

personnel thereof.

Station boats must never be used for heavy freight or by working

parties, except under the supervision of the keeper.

Keyboard.—When practicable, a keyboard will be kept in a safe

and accessible place where all official keys must be hung by light

keepei-s when absent from station.

The official allowance list will be strictly adhered to and no other

supplies, implements, or equipment than those authorized officially

shall be used in the care and maintenance of a light station.

Necessary supplies will be issued daily by the keeper in the pres-

ence of an assistant, if practicable. The exact quantities thus ex-

pended must be entered immediately in the record for entering ex-

penditures.

The 5-gallon brass cans shall be used for the daily issue of mineral

oil and must be completely emptied and cleaned before refilling.

In refilling, decant all except about 1 inch of the oil from the trans-

porting can into the brass can. The remaining inch of oil in the

transporting can is to be then drawn off in a receptacle kept for the

purpose and set aside for use in the hand and table lamps.

In drawing oil from the brass can for the daily consumption in

the lens lamp, again lay aside the last inch of oil in the bottom of

this can for use in the hand or table lamps. With oil vapor lamps.

the additional precautioi^ must be taken of passing the oil through

the filter the day before and setting aside the last layer of oil in the

bottom of tlie filter for use in the hand or table lamj)s.

Oil must never be siphoned from the transporting cans or any

other method of emi)tying employed than decanting. The oil must

be strained when decanted and again when poured into the lamp.

Precautions against fire.—Every precaution must be taken against

fire. Fire buckets, when provided, must l)e kept filleii with water,

and other apparatus accessible, and in a fixed place.

Liquid chemical fire extinguishers must be kept charged, recharged

at least once every year, in a fixed and easily accessible place, and the

personnel instructed in their use.

Ashes or sand must be kept available for use on burning mineral

oil, gasoline, etc.
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Should oil or gasoline become ignited, the best means of extin-

guishing it is by the use of the liquid chemical extinguishers, being

sure to direct the stream at the base of the fire. In the absence of

patent extinguisher, sand, earth, or ashes should be used. A
heavy woolen blanket thrown over the fire will also tend to smother it.

Fires or lights in buildings must never be left unattended.

Smoking is prohibited in all buildings belonging to the Lighthouse

Service, except in living quarters.

Open lights will never be taken into rooms used for storing oils,

paints, gasoline, or other inflammable materials.

Only safety matches, or those furnished by the Lighthouse Service,

will be allowed on lighthouse premises.

Oily waste, rags, and other means of spontaneous combustion will

be promptly destroyed.

Uniforms.—Light keepers shall wear the uniform prescribed by

the Uniform Regulations and in the manner indicated in Part I,

General Instructions to all Employees, page 149.

Regulation working clothes shall be worn when engaged in dirty

work.

Regulation aprons shall be worn when cleaning lamps and lenses.

Subsistence.—Each appointed light keeper is by la\v entitled to

receive one ration per day, or in the discretion of the Commissioner,

commutation therefor at the rate of 30 cents per ration. Such pro-

visions as are contracted for by the inspector may be furnished in

kind to stations where, in the opinion of the inspector, it is for the

best interests of the service. ^Tiere rations in kind are delivered,

the contract cost will be deducted from the allowance of 30 cents

per day and the difference paid in cash as a commutation. ^Miere

no ration in kind is issued, the allowance of 30 cents per da}' will be

paid in cash.

Efficiency and commendation.—Letters of commendation may be

issued by the inspector to light keepers for exceptional efficiency

of their stations, life saving, or other acts deserving special mention.

To this end keepers will promptly report in detail any act of heroism

or gallantry on the part of the personnel of their stations.

WTien a keeper is commended for the general efficiency of his sta-

tion duplicate letters shall be sent to each assistant unless reasons

exist for contrary action.

Letters of commendation shall remain the personal property of

the light keeper concerned, the receipt being noted in the station

journal and a copy placed in the records of the inspector's office.

To promote friendly competition in the maintenance of light sta-

tions with especial reference to the general efficiency and neatness

of the station and personnel, a quarterly circular letter will be issued
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164 INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PERSONNEL.

by the inspector givinf^ name^ of all liplit keepers who have been
commended during the Inst quarter.

Efficiency stars.—Light keepers who have been commended for

efficiency at each quarterly inspection for a fiscal year shall be en-

titled to wear the inspector's efficiency star for the succeeding fiscal

year.

Light keepers wlio have been authorized to wear the inspector's

efficiency star for three successive years shall 1k> entitled to wear in

lieu thereof and for the following fiscal yeai- the Commissioner's

efficiency star.

The inspector's efficiency .star shall be of gilt and the Commis-
sioner's efficiency star of silver. Stars shall be worn in the manner
prescribed in the Uniform Regulations.

Efficiency pennant.—The light station in each district receiving

the highest mark for general efficiency during the fiscal year shall

be entitled to fly the '' efficiency pennant " during the succeeding

fiscal year. A circular letter will be issued by the inspector as soon

as practicable after July 1, announcing the station winning the effi-

ciency pennant and giving the names of the light keepers attached

to that station.

The efficiency pennant shall be similar in size and design to the

inspector's pennant and shall never be displayed above or on the

same staff as the national colors.

Light keepers shall take precedence in their respective grades and

when practicable in the selection for duty, promotion, etc., as follows:

First. Those wearing the Commissioner's efficiency star arranged

in order of length of service under that star.

Second. Those wearing the inspector's efficiency star arranged in

order of length of service under that star.

Third. Arranged in order of efficiency from official records.

Fourth. Length of service.

No women or children will be allowed to reside at isolated sta-

tions, where there are two or more keepers, imless by special per-

mission of the (Commissioner previously obtained.

Improper use of dwelling and structures.—No light keeper's dwell-

ing or lighthouse structure shall be used as a pilot station nor as a

boarding or lodging place for pilots, or other j)ersons not in the

Lighthouse Service, except by special authority of the Commissioner.

Painting.—The following colors shall be used ir* painting light-

house structures where no other color is established by proper

authority

:

Outside coIofb:

(a) Wooden stnictures Dark rwl. metnllic bpown or

white, with red or lead col-

orp<I trimmings.

(5) Towers White.
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UGHT KEEPEBS. 165

Outside colors—Continued.

((•) Lanterns and pallery rails Black.

(d) Iron structures (other than towers) Brown nietaUic.

(c) Shutters Red, preen or brown.
(/) Iron walks, rails and steps Brown metallic.

(g) Wooden walks, rails and steps Lead color.

(h) Stone and brick work (when authorized)

and rough board work Whitewash.
Inside colors:

(a) Interior of lanterns, and generally for

all interior woodwork except hard-

wood (with the exception of blank

panes which should be dull black) White.

(6) Floors, staircases, and walls, when au-

thorized to be painted. (Hard pine

floors and hardwoods generally are

not to be painted.) Grained or lead color.

(c) Iron staircase and railings, and interior

ironwork in gwieral, pedestals and
service tables Brown metallic.

(i) Walls, cellars, and outhouses, when
painting has not been authorized Whitewash.

(e) Plastered walls Light sea green, drab or

cream colored transparent

oil paint.

Interior walls and ceilings.—Where practicable the interior walls

and ceilings of houses shall be painted regulation tints in.stead of

being papered.

Whitewash must never be used on ironwork.

Repairs, etc., by keepers.—All painting and application of washas

to structures at light stations, and minor repairs and improvements

required in the ordinary preservation and maintenance of the build-

ings and station shall be done, so far as practicable, by the keepers

of the station under the direction of the inspector; but in the case

of exten.sive repairs, or when from any reasonable cause it is im-

practicable for the keepers to do the work required, it shall be done

under the direction of the inspector by competent workmen.

To purify rjiin water contaminated with chloride of lead from salt

spray resting in the leads of structures put a small quantity of pul-

verized chalk or whiting into the cistern and stir well after each

rain.

Gutters and eaves troughs on buildings must be frequently exam-

ined, cleaned, and repainted when necessary.

Elevated iron walks must be frequently overhauled to prevent

rust around boltheads.

Clean lens and lantern daily.—To clean lens, wipe with soft linen

cloth and finally polish with a thoroughly dry buff skin. Remove
oil or grease with a linen cloth moistened with diluted ammonia or
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166 INSTRUCTIONS FOB THE PERSONNEL.

other authorized wash. Never use a skin which has been wet or

damp.
To prevent frosting of lantern glass rub small quantity of glycerin

over surface witli linen clotli, repeating as necessary.

To clean reflectors dust with feather brush, rub with buff skin

lightly dusted with authorized powder kept in a double muslin bag,

then rub lightly with a second buff skin and finally with a third by
passing over reflector with a light quick circular stroke. Stove gas
will tarnish reflectors.

Soiled chimneys should be rubl)ed with a rag or soft wood dipped
in oil. If still discolored, rub with a wet cloth and soda or common
salt, afterwards cleanse in warm water as adhering salt will cause

breakage.

Dampened cloths and hand brushes should be used in general

cleaning about lantern to prevent dust.

Storing cleaning utensils.—The lantern must never be used to

store cleaning utensils, etc.

Broken lantern glass must be promptly replaced. After cutting,

the edges of a glass should be ground level and .smooth by rubbing

on a ca.st-iron plate covered with sharp wet sand or with a block of

coarse carborundum. To avoid breakage from oscillation about

one-si -xteenth of an inch mu.st be left on all sides between the glass

and its frame. Tlie glass must be rested on thin sheets of lead or

soft wood. In joining two pieces of glass which rest one upon the

other, cover the upper edge of the lower piece with putty two-tenths

of an inch thick, on this place two small strips of lead and then the

upper plate of glass; the weight will press out any exce.ss of putty

which should be immediately removed with a glazing knife. Lay
the putty outside tlie frame evenly and flush with the sash. Lock

all screw heads by covering with putty.

Revolving clockwork must be kept clean, and well oiled after re-

moving old and gimiiny oil. Clock oil only should be used on the

works, a cloth greased with clock oil on the iron or .steel parts. The
use of a salted grease is forbidden. The foot of the fly shaft must

be watched to prevent cutting or wearing. The weight when not

in use is to be kept on its rest.

The chariot or carriage of a revolving lens must be kept clean and

the rollers or .balls well oiled. When necessary to remove the rollers

or balls, do so one at a time; in replacing, put back on same shaft

or pin from which removed without changing the number of washers.

Machinery and apparatus.—Instructions for the operation of all

machinery and apparatus will be furnished to each station to cover

the individual equipment of that station.

Standard time.—In all records at light stations standard time only

shall be used, except in off-lying regions where such time system is

not in use.
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Books.—The following books must be kept in ink, up to date, and

as a part of the official records of the station

:

Journal.—This shall be a complete record of the important events

at the stations having resident keepers, including weather, work in

progress, officials visiting the station, visibility of adjacent lights and

gas buoys, absences of light keepers, and any irregularity in working

of equipment or appliances at the station or noticed in that of other

stations. Use as much space on a page as is necessary to record the

important events and occurrences for each day.

Expenditure hook.—A record of expenditures will be kept at all

stations having resident keepers. This may be kept in rough in a

copy of Form 30 or in a blank memorandum book, as may be pre-

ferred.

Watch hook.—This book shall be kept at stations having assistant

keepers. In this record shall be entered the working condition of

the light and fog signal at the station and the time of starting and

stopping each of them. The time of going on and leaving watch

must be entered in this book, and the book must be signed by the per-

son standing the watch immediately upon coming off watch.

Fog-signaJ record hook.—This book shall be kept at all stations

having fog signals. It shall be kept in accordance with tUe printed

instructions in front of book.

No erasure, alteration or addition will be made in any official

record, except by the keeper, who must initial same, adding an ex-

planatory note, if necessary.

No entries or signatures shall be permitted in any of the official

record books of the station, except Irv light keepers or officials of the

Lighthouse Service.

Reports and returns.—Keepers shall submit the following reports

and returns:

(a) Monthly:

Report of condition of station.

Report of fog signal.

(&) Quarterly:

Report of principal supplies at station,

(c) Annual:

Property return.

Requisition for supplies.

Receipt for annual supplies.

Survey of public property.

{d) WTien occurring:

Report of damage or loss of Government property.

Receipts for special supplies, materials, equipment, etc.

Receipts for transfer of property.
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168 INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PERSONNEL.

(d) ^\^^en occurring—Continued.

Life saving or aid extended to persons in distress.

Misconduct or inefficiency of subordinates.

Irregularity in working of aids to navigation.

Unusual occurrences.

Monthly or special reports on the condition of station, when recom-

mending repairs or alterations, shall be explicit as to measurements,

estimates of material, cost, and all other necessary details.

Special reports of damage to lens or signal, machinery, or ap-

purtenances, sliall give cause, parts damaged, and detailed informa-

tion to expedite renewal of same.
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Appendix D: Finishes

C.I Introduction

All the finishes found in the study of the Three Sisters were paint.

Study of the paint layers on the Three Sisters was conducted in two

segments--an initial examination of paint layers in situ, followed by

selective removal of paint samples for further analysis under a 10 to 30

power zoom microscope. Only samples from the exterior were removed for

further analysis. Interior paint layering was only examined in situ and

the findings are presented in Chapter 3 - Architectural Description of

Existing Conditions. This level of investigation is appropriate for the

recommended preservation treatment of interiors. If it is determined that

the interior of the Beacon will be restored, additional research should be

conducted in the construction documents phase.

The initial field examination focused on comparison of paint layers

from similar elements of the three towers to differentiate between original

and later materials and to identify similar early layers (associated with

Lighthouse Service maintenance practice)* compared to different

treatments under different owners. Further analysis was conducted to

confirm the field findings and to match the colors recommended for

restoration treatment to Munsell standards.

C.2 Paint Data

The data gathered through this process are presented in tables at

the end of this section. Table 1 shows all the samples which were

examined under the microscope. Tables 2 through 6 show all the samples

*See Regulations for the United States Lighthouse Service , 1911, pp.
164-5 reproduced as Appendix B.
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from a particular surface together. Table 2 shows shingle paint layering.

Table 3 is window frames. Table 4 is sash. Table 5 is door frames.

Table 6 is doors. The only samples in Table 1 which are not from one of

the surfaces covered by the other tables are P003A and P003B. Both are

from the canvas covering of the parapet on the Beacon. The canvas

itself has green vertical stripes on top of the natural canvas color. The

stripes are about V-^ inches wide with '^ inch of natural canvas exposed

between stripes. The canvas does not appear to have been a waterproof

finish material prior to painting because the canvas is not saturated wth

dried oil as it would be had it been prepared like a floorcloth for water

resistance. The paint layers applied to the canvas are shown in Table 1.

The discrepancies between the two samples are probably due to irregular

chipping and peeling of old layers prior to repainting. All of the colors

listed were probably finishes at some time, but the sequence of the more

recent layers is difficult to determine. Fortunately our historic period is

early in the life of the structure and the historic paint would have been

either the black bituminous layer or the dark green. Since the only

other colors used on the lighthouses in the historic period are shades of

gray, and dark green appears on other elements of the Beacon after the

historic period, and the Regulations for the United States Lighthouse

Service state that the exteriors of lanterns are to be painted black, we

recommend restoration to. the black bituminous layer.

Table 2 shows the paint layering found on all the shingles that were

examined. In every case the first layer was a light color--white, light

gray, light yellow gray, or light yellow. The differences are probably

due to different exposure, weathering, soiling and fading. Prior to these

effects, the paint was probably white or very light gray. The many

layers of the same or very similar colors reflect the maintenance practices

of the Lighthouse Service. The later whites, dark grays and colors are

probably the work of the private owners. The following observations

support this hypothesis:

1. There is only minimal soiling between the many early layers of

similar color.

2. The early layers have retained their integrity (evidenced by
lack of cracking and intrusion of later paints into early layers).
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3. Later layers are quite soiled and there are many cracks and
intrusions of later paint, indicating long exposure to

weather.
4. The Lighthouse Service had standard regulations for paint

colors to be used on lighthouses.

Twelve to fourteen layers were applied to the Beacon by the Lighthouse

Service in their thirty year tenure compared to three or four by private

owners in a sixty year period. The Munsell designation of the

recommended paint color for restoration is N 8.5/.

Table C3 shows the paint layering found on the window frames of

the three towers. The distinction between Lighthouse Service paint

colors and private owners' paints is very clear in these samples. Sample

P004C has thirteen layers of gray paint followed by a light blue-green

and then white. The final two layers are an incomplete representation of

the later paint schemes which are present in sample P002--dark green,

medium red orange, medium green, light blue-green, and bright green.

A gray paint, Munsell designation N4.5/ is recommended for restoration.

Table 4 shows the paint layering found on the sash. The putty

from the original sash in the South Twin (P005B) has the most complete

layering. The putty itself has an integral medium red orange (rust)

color followed by two layers of light yellow gray, dark green, white,

light blue, white, and glossy black. The rust color also occurs as a thin

layer, like a stain, on the wood. The light yellow gray matches the

shingle color and occurs at the right place in the paint sequence to

correspond to the historic period. As with the shingles, the yellowing is

probably the result of deterioration of the linseed oil medium, so the

recommended paint color will be a light gray. The Munsell designation

for the recommended restoration paint is N8.5/.

Table C5 shows the paint layering found on the door frames of the

three towers. The medium gray layer, Munsell designation N6.5/, is

recommended for restoration.
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Table C6 shows the paint layering on the doors of the Twins. In

both cases the layering matches the surrounding frame. The medium

gray layer, Munsell designation N6.5/, is recommended for restoration.

Table C7 shows the paint layering on the cornices of the three

lighthouses. The gray layer, Munsell designation N4.5/, is recommended

for restoration.

C.3 Summary of Recommended Finishes

The following chart summarizes the recommended restoration paint colors

for the Three Sisters Lighthouses and companies them with the colors

specified in the 1911 Regulations . . .

MUNSELL
SURFACE COLOR DESIGNAl

Shingles Light gray N8.5/

Window frames Gray N4.5/
Sash Light gray N8.5/
Door frames Medium gray N6.5/
Doors Medium gray N6.5/
Cornice Gray N4.5/
Parapet Black Bituminous N2/

1911 REGULATIONS

dark red, metallic

brown or white
red or lead

na
red or lead

red or lead

red or lead

black
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TABLE C2

SUMMARY OF PAINT

STUDY BY SURFACE

SURFACE SHINGLES SHINGLES SHINGLES SHINGLES SHINGLES SHINGLES SHINGLES
STRUCTURE BEACON N. TWIN S. TWIN BEACON BEACON BEACON BEACON

SAMPLE tt NONE NONE NONE P001A P001B P001C POOS

LAYERS: LT.YL.GR. LT.YL. WHITE *LT.YL.GR. LT.GR. WHITE WHITE
LT.YL.GR. LT.YL. WHITE LT.YL.GR. MD.GR. WHITE LT.GR.
LT.YL.GR. LT.YL. WHITE LT.YL.GR. LT.GR. WHITE MD.GR.
LT.YL.GR. LT.YL. WHITE LT.YL.GR. WHITE WHITE WHITE
LT.GR. LT.GR. MANY LAYERS LT.YL.GR. GREEN LT.GR. WHITE
LT.GR. LT.GR. LT.YL.GR. MD.RD.OR. incomplete WHITE
LT.GR. LT.GR. LT.YL.GR. WHITE WHITE
WHITE WHITE LT.YL.GR. GREEN DK.GRN.
DK.GR. MD.YL.GR. WHITE WHITE
WHITE LT.YL.GR. GREEN

MD.YL.GR. WHITE
MD.YL.GR. TRIM colors

LT.GR. mixed in

MD.GR.
WHITE
WHITE
WHITE

*denotes layer recommended for restoration
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TABLE C5

SUMMARY OF PAINT

STUDY BY SURFACE

SURFACE DOOR FRAME DOOR FRAME DOOR FRAME
STRUCTURE BEACON N. TWIN S. TWIN
DATE? ORIGINAL ORIGINAL ORIGINAL

SAMPLE # P009 NONE NONE

LAYER 1 *DK.GR. GRAY MD.GR.
LAYER 2 MD.GR. LT.BRN. WHITE
LAYER 3 CREAM BROWN WHITE
LAYER 4 WHITE CREAM
LAYER 5 WHITE WHITES

^denotes layer recommended for restoration
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TABLE C6

SUMMARY OF PAINT

STUDY BY SURFACE

SURFACE DOOR DOOR
STRUCTURE N. TWIN S. TWIN
DATE? ORIGINAL ORIGINAL

SAMPLE # NONE NONE

LAYER 1 GRAY MD.GR.
LAYER 2 LT.BRN. LT.BL.
LAYER 3 BROWN WHITE
LAYER 4 MD.BL.
LAYER 5 WHITE
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Appendix E: Hardware

The original hardware of the Three Sisters has survived to the

extent that a representative sample of most elements is still available to

be documented and the majority of the individual pieces are still in place

and functional.

D.I Door Hardware

The main entrance doors to the Three Sisters swing on 4 by 4 inch

cast iron butt hinges, two per door. Cast iron mortise locks with ceramic

knobs, 2 inch diameter cast iron roses, rectangular keyhole escutcheons,

latch, and deadbolt were used to secure the doors.

The hatch door in the floor of the lantern was hung on two small

butt hinges mounted on the face of the door. A modern hasp was used

to secure the hatch from below. The interior door to the lantern deck

hung on 2 by 2 inch surface-mounted butt hinges and was secured with a

small flush-mortised spring latch. The exterior door to the lantern deck

hangs on two T-strap surface-mounted hinges. It is secured with a

plate-mounted hook and eye.

D.2 Window Hardware

The historic windows are six-over-six single-hung sash. Sash

fasteners are the helical spring type similar to Judd's patent as

illustrated on page 77 in the Russell and Erwin Catalogue of American

Hardware (see Figure 16). The sash pulleys are the standard iron

sheaves mortised into the jambs. Historic pulleys have rectangular

faceplates; the nonhistoric faceplates have rounded ends. Shutter

hardware was found on the South Twin, but it is considered nonhistoric

because there is no evidence of shutter hardware on the other towers and

the historic photographs do not show shutters.
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Figure 16

Historic sash lock (two views) in the North Twin
Photograph by W. Howell June 1983
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APPENDIX F

Recommendations for Tie-down of Beacon (memo 2/3/84)
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FEB 3 lOCI

H30 (DSC-TNE)

Meraorandum

To:

From:

Superintendent, Cape Cod National Seashore

Assistant Manager, Northeast Team, Denver Service Center

Reference: Cape Cod, Pkg. No. 138, Three Sisters Lighthouses, Historic
Structure Report

Subject: Design for Soil Anchors and Connectors

In consultation with Denver Service Center Structural Engineers Terry Wong
and Maurice Paul, Project Historical Architect William Howell has prepared
the following recommendations for anchoring the Beacon to prevent overturning.

In order to resist wind loading on the Beacon in its temporary location, we
recommend four equally spaced soil anchors (Chance Catalog Number 1(146 or
equal) connected to the sill as shown on the enclosed drawing. (A, B. Chance
Company, 210 North Allen Street, Centralla, Missouri 65240).

This recoinmendatlon is based on 100 MPH winds and the present configuration of
the cribbing. Anchors should be centered between cribbing. There are Innumer-
able possibilities for the design of connections between the sill and the soil
anchors. For ease of installation, we suggest a steel "T" lag-bolted to the
bottom of the sill as shown on the enclosed detail and connected to the eye of
the soil anchor by a long turnbuckle such as 3001T56 found on Page 189C of the
1982 McIIaster-Carr catalog and priced at $7.29 each. The steel "Ts" should be
VTTSxll sections, 6 Inches long with four bolt holes at 3 Inches on center in
the flange and one hole in the stem large enough to accommodate the pin of the
turnbuckle and at least 1-1/8 inches from the edge of the "T". Lag bolts should
be 5/8-lnch diameter and 5 Inches long. The depth of penetration of the soil
anchors may be adjusted so that the turnbuckles fit between the Tripleye on
the anchor and the hole in the steel "T".

Gerald D. Patten

Enclosures

PC!

Reg. Dir., North Atlantic, w/o encs,
NARO-PC-Mr. Skelton, w/encs,

INK :]WHowell:hca: 2/1/84: 5545

bee

:

DSC-TSE-Mr. McGrath, w/encs,
DSC-TNE-PIFS, w/o encs.
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1 4-11

NO-WRENCH SCREW ANCHOR

• For Hand or Machine Installation

The Chance No- Wrench Screw Anchor may be installed by hand or by
machine The Thimbleye'^ or Tripleye* on the rod has a large opening
to admit a turning bar for screwing the anchor do\\ n The eye will also

fit into an adapter available from most hole boring machine
manufacturers so that the anchor may be power installed The
No-Wrench Screw Anchor consists of a drop forged, steel Thimbleye or

Tripleye rod, electric welded to a steel helix The entire anchor is hot

dip galvanized for long resistance to rust

No wrench screw anchors may be installed to a greatei depth to reach a

more firm soil by using a 6-fl. extension rod with forged coupling and a

forged tripleye nut, catalog number 402

Catalog numbers 4345, 6346 and 816 may be ordered with a forged

thimbleye nut rather than the standard tripleye. To order a thimbleye

nut simply add "-1" to the suffix of the catalog number. Example:

Catalog No 6346-1.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Catalog No

Tripleye

Anchor
Size

Dia

Rod Dia
and

Length

4345 4
"

V«" X 54'

6346 6
" %" X 66'

816 8
• 1" x66"

1 10146 10
" m"x66

10148 10
'

IV,'- X 96

IV," X 9612537 13'2"

15148 15' IVi" X 96-

V<>" X 6' Tripleye Exten.sion
Pieces

Cat No. 402 -- 2900 Lbs Per 100

SWAMP SCREW ANCHOR
• For Difficult Swamp Guying

Chance Swamp Screw Anchors arc specifically designed for installa-

tion in swamp.-., bogs, and niar.>he.s They may be installed to the

necessar\ depth to reach firm soil by using pipe wrenches, chain type

pip«' long-, or, where circumstances permit, by hole boring equipment

• Threaded For Standard Pipe

Anchoi hubs and nuts are thre;ided to receive API threaded pipe to

make;i -;ecuit as.-embly. Extra sections of pipe maybe added for deeper

peneti.'tioii, ofieii nccess.iiy to obtain sufTicient holding capaoitv.

ORDERIN'G liJFORMATION

160
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TURNBUCKLES
GALVANIZED-WELDLESS

DROP FORGED-STAINLESS STEEL

0<B
No. 1997 S«r!M

Hook & Hook Type

Galvanized Weldless Drop Forged Turnbuckles

^=^ ^^ 1

I Q ^1 l"=0
No. 2998 S*rif«
Hook A Eye Type

No. 2999 Serle«
E^e £ Eye Type

Drop forged tnmbackle* provide msxlinaiii ttreoKth. Hexagon beada forged Into bodies,
permit fast, easy adjustment. Hot galTajilzlnc la done after threading, for best protection
against m.st.
Note: Jaw Type EndB are furnished with round pins and cotter keys.

Dla.
In.
4
A
% -..

Ml

^4

Take-up
In.

.... 4 ..._.

.... 4H.....

.... 6 .....

.... 6
9

4
%%
%...
%...

\-.%
\-.
Ti-.
%...

1 ...

1 ...

1 ...

1 ...

iy«...

ly*...

H4...
m...
IVt...

IV,...

2 ...

214...

2%...

12
_... 6
_... 9
_...12

_... 8
.... 9

12
18
12
18
6

12
18
24

-.12
18

...24
-...12

18
24

-.18
.24
-.24
...24

24

Hook •

No.
-2997T51
2997T.52

..2997T53

..2997T54
.2997T55
2997T56
2997T37
2997 Y.)8
2997 Y.59
.2997T61 .

.2997Y82

.2997Y63
2997Y«4
2997Y69
.2997Y66
.2997Y67
2997X68
.2997Y69
.2997Y71
2997Y72
.2997Y73
.2997Y74
.2997Y75
.2997Y76
.2997Y77 .

Hook
NET
EACH
$ 2.33

2. .58

3.21
4.17
5.42

- 5.63
. 5.42

7.27
7.79

. 8.25
9.38

. 12.60
16.40
15.00
21.15
16.67
18.54
26.97
32.55

. 26.98
35.18
43. .50

. 42.48
51. .50

64.08

Hook A Eye
.VET

No.
2998T51
2998T32
2998T53
2998T54..
2998T55
2998T.56
2998T57
2998V.58.
2998Y.)9
2998Y61
2998Y62
2998T63.
2998Y64
2998YB5.
2998Y66
2998T67
2998Y88.
2998Y69
2998Y71
2998Y72
2998Y73
2998V74
2998Y75
2998Y76
29<I8Y77 ..

EACH
4 2.33

2..58

3.21
4.17

. 5.42
5.63
5.42
7.27
7.79
8.25
9.38
12.60
16.40
13.00
21.15
16.67
18..54

26.97
32.55
26.98
35.18
43. .50

42.48
51.30
64.08

Eye A

No.
2999T31
2999T52
2999T33
2999T.54
2999T55
2999T36
2999T.57 .

2999T58
2999T.59
2999T61
2999T62
2999T83
2999 k 64
2999T85
2999Y66
2999T67
2999T68
2999Y69
2999Y71
2999Y72
2999Y 73
2999Y74
2999Y75
2999Y78
2999Y77
2999Y79
2999Y81
2999Y82
2999Y83
2999Y84

Eye
NET
EACH
$ 2.33

2.58
3.21
4.17
5.42
5.63
3.42

. 7.27
7.79
8.25
9.38

12.80
16.40
15.00
21.15
16.67
18.54
28.97
32.55
28.98
35.18
43.50
42.48
51.50
64.08
87.40

116.83
179.68
301.21
388.21

Jaw A
'

No.
300OT51
3OO0T,52
3OO0T53
3000T34..
3000T55.
30O0T.58 .

3000T37
:JOOOY.58
3000T39
3000Y61
30O0Y62
3000T63
:1000Y84
3000Ya3
300OY86
J000T87
3000T88
.•«)00Y89
30O0Y71
3000Y72
3000Y73
30OOY74
3000Y75
,1000 V 76
3000Y77
3000Y79.
3000Y81
3000Y 82
3000Y83
3000Y84

Eye Jaw S
NET
EACH No.
.$ 2.65 3001T51

3.02 3001T52
. 3.67 3001T53
. 4.48 3001T54
. 8.19 3001T.55

6.58 U-..3001T.56
6.42 :M)01T37
8.48 3001X38
9.10 3001T39
9.21 3001T61

10.21 3001T62
13.44 3001X63
17.28 3001X64
18.88 3001X85
23.58 3001Y68
18.02 3001Y67
20.83 3001X68

. 30.05 .3001 Y 69
33.15 3001Y71
33.51 3001 Y72
44.00 3001Y73
55.78 3001Y74
55.78 3001Y75
62.78 3001Y76
77.39 3001Y77

111.84 3001T79
126.81 300 1 Y85
196.70 3001Y82
349.57 3001 Y83
462.61 3001 Y84

Jaw
NET
EACH
$ 3.08

3.M
.. 4.Z3

.. *.7»

6.S
7.JJ

:m
9.10

lO.Jl

lo.r
11.M
1.5.11

I8.M

i8.a
24.lt

20.H
22.M
32. 7>

35.8^

38.««

Ig.JJ

65.*
63.31

63."
)«.»

131 SI

381 2
3 IS."

Self Colored Stub End Weldless Drop Forged Turnbuckles
No. 2996
With
Stubs

Dla. Take BODY ONXT
Thread Up NET

In. In. No. EACH
14 _... 4 2H93TI4 .SO. 92

A i'-i .•9!t3\l3 1.118

H 8 - .'993T16 1.23

S 8 .•!t93T17 I 30
u, 9 i!):t3ri8 2.00
U 12 .•;(;t3YI9 2.67

5^ 6 .•993X21 1.83

S 9 _ 2993V22 2. '12

H 12 ;993\ 23 3. .13

^ 8 .'^I'r-)!-'* 2.30

\ 9 ill I, r23 3.:i3

\ 12 2:193X26 3.08
% 18 2993V27 7.08

% 6 2993X28 . 3.50
'4 12 2993Y29 5.17

% 18 29')3\31 8.17
1 8 2993X32 4.17
1 12 2993X33 6.25
1 18 2993Y34 10.42
1 24 2995\.I5 12.50

Tnmbacldes available
with or wltboat stab ends.

WTTH STTBS
NET

No.
299HT14
2996TI3
299HT1H
1996X17
2'I9«\ 18
imH\ 19
299liX2l
2996 \ 22
2996X23
2996X24
2996X25
2996X26

EACH
.SI. 3;

1 83
2.113

2 33
t.68
4.7 5

.(.:iO

4 '.M)

3 62
4 47
3.70
8.07

2998T28 5.93
2998X29 10.32
2996Y31 17.18
2996X32 7.35
2996X33 11.13
2996^34 17.32
2996V35 23.03

nia Take
Thread Up

In. In

IH 8....

X'-i 8...

1\ 12...
1V«' 18...

l'-4 24...

l\ 6...

I', 6....

lU 12...
1'- 18....

IS -M...

14 38...

1% 8....

1\ 6....W 18....

1% 24...

2 8....

2 24....

2^ 6....

21.4 24..-.

214 24....

BODY ONXY
NET

No.
2993\ 16

29935 37
2993X:i»
29-I3 5 19

29955 41
29935 «2
29935 13

2993544
29935 43
29935 46 27.27

2995Y48.. ... 14.27
2995Y49 13 82
2995Y51 28.38
2995Y52 52.73
2995Y53 23.64
2995Y.54 55.45
2995Y55 57.27
2995Y58 125.27
2995Y57 125.27

Stainless Steel Forged Turnbuckles

Body Only

Dla. Take-Up
In. In.

•4 4

A 4H
H 8
W 8 .....

% -...6

% 8

,% - 8
1 8 .....

VVItb Stub Ends

Body
No. \
1022X1 1

.1(122 5 12
.3022 5 13
3022 5 14
.3022X15
3022 Y 18

. 3022 Y 17
3022Y18

Only
K I' KA.

-« 3.76
7 111

9 32
11.24
13.70
19.19
20.71
28.8S

Eye and Eye

With Stub Ends
No. VET EA.
1(122 5 2 1

1(122 5 22
3022X23
3022524
3022 Y25
30225 26
3022Y27
3022 Y28

Eye and Jaw

Eye and Eye
No. NEX E.*.

Eye and Jaw
No. NET EA.

SI 1 33
12.119

14.15
15.62
18.05
24.95
33.75
40,79

11122X31
1(122 5 32
,1022X33
.302 2 Y 34
3022 Y3fl
3022Y36
3022Y37
3022Y38

-SI 2 32
13.70
17.84
22.87
29.92
51.03
82.24
108.09

10225 41
1022 5 »2
3022 Y 43
3022 Y 44
3022Y45
3022Y48
3022Y47
.1022Y48

SI 4 35
17.18
20.60
24.58
35.37
.58.78
87.38
118.62

Jaw and Jaw

Jaw andJVi
No. NET t»

tti

131'

1(122X51
-1(122 5 32
3022X33
3022X54
302 2Y 55
3022 Y.58
3022Y57
3022 Y58

MoMASTER-CARR
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Annotated Bibliography

The major portion of lighthouse records dealing with the Nauset

Beach lights between 1852 and 1921 were burned in the Commerce

Department fire of 1921. As a result, Record Group 26, Records of the

United States Coast Guard in the National Archives has a restricted

number of documents. The Cartographic and Architectural Division of

that archives had no drawings on the Nauset Beach lights. Several

pictures were obtained from the Still Photo Division. Few records on

those lights were found in the United States Coast Guard Academy

Library at New London, Connecticut. The library contained several maps

of the property showing building locations and elevation and floor plan

drawings of the 1875 wood frame keeper's dwelling. The First District

Coast Guard office in Boston had a document giving a good description of

the lights in 1910. Cape Cod National Seashore files yielded some

material, including several maps and photographs. Those depositories

investigated, which yielded no primary documents on the Nauset Beach

lights, included the Massachusetts Historical Society, Bostonian Society,

Boston Public Library, Massachusetts Historical Commission, Massachusetts

State Archives, and the Library of Congress.

Many secondary sources gave only general descriptions of the Nauset

Beach lights, such as Edward R. Snow's, Famous New England

Lighthouses and Malcolm F. Willoughby's, Lighthouses of New England .

These works proved of little value and were not used for source material.

Only those books cited below were used and they contained mostly

background information on the Lighthouse Service.
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Primary Sources

Unpublished documents

National Archives, Washington, D.C.

Clipping File. Records of the United States Coast Guard. Record
Group 26. This file has some information on the Nauset Beach lights

between 1860 and 1900 in a folder marked "Nauset Beach Lights."
Included are appropriate sections from the Lighthouse Board Annual
Reports.

Correspondence of the Bureau of Lighthouses, 1911-39. Records of the
United States Coast Guard. Record Group 26. This series of

documents contains only a small amount of material on the Nauset
Beach lights.

Description of Light Stations 1876-1938. Records of the United States
Coast Guard. Record Group 26. This entry contained a 1927
description of the Nauset Beach lights.

Index to Lighthouse Board Letterbooks (Nauset Beach lights). Records
of the United States Coast Guard. Record Group 26. All that

remains from the Commerce Department fire of 1921 are the index to

these letterbooks. The one or two index sentences describing each
letter's contents provide some information, but do not give a full

account of each letter's subject matter.

Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury transmitting the Report of the
General Superintendent of the Lighthouse Establishment,
December 19, 1850. Records of the United States Coast Guard.
Record Group 26. The report contains a list of supplies delivered to

Nauset Beach in 1850.

Lighthouse Superintendent, Boston 1826-44 (correspondence). Records of

the United States Coast Guard. Record Group 26. This group of

documents has a small amount of material pertaining to the early

Nauset Beach lights.

United States Coast Guard Academy, New London, Connecticut

Group Plan Map of Nauset Beach structures. No date.

First District Coast Guard, Boston, Massachusetts

Description of Lighthouse Towers, Buildings, and Premises at Nauset
Beach, Massachusetts, Light-Station. January 11, 1910. The
document gives a fairly good description of the three lights as to

their dimensions including doors and windows.

Cape Cod National Seashore
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History of "Jack O'Lantern" -- Hall Cottages. A telephone conversation
between Doris Doane (a Cape Cod National Seashore employee) and
Harold Hall. November 21, 1975. Hall tells of this parents'
purchase of the third of the three sisters in 1923.

John A. Cummings's written account of the sale of two of the "three
sisters" to his parents. March 23, 1969. Cummings gave an account
of when his parents bought the lights, the cost, and what they did

with them.

Published Government Documents

Annual Report of the Light-House Board to the Secretary of the Treasury
for the Year 1868. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,

1868.

Annual Report of the Light-House Board to the Secretary of the Treasury
for the Fiscal Year 1869. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1869.

Annual Report of the Light-House Board of the United States, 1873.

Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1873.

Annual Report of the Light-House Board of the United States to the
Secretary of the Treasury for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1874.

Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1874.

Annual Report of the Light-House Board to the Secretary of the Treasury
for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1876. Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1877.

Annual Report of the Light-House Board to the Secretary of the Treasury
for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1882. Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1882.

Annual Report of the Light-House Board to the Secretary of the Treasury
for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1892. Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1892.

Annual Report of the Light-House Board to the Secretary of the Treasury
for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1895. Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1895.

Annual Report of the Commissioner of Lighthouses to the Secretary of

Commerce and Labor for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1911.

Washington, D. C: Government Printing Office, 1911.

Annual Report of the Commissioner of Lighthouses to the Secretary of

Commerce and Labor for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1912.

Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1913.

Annual Report of the Commissioner of Lighthouses to the Secretary of

Commerce for the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1923. Washington,
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D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1923. Although the run of

annual lighthouse reports were reviewed from 1852 to 1925, only the
above reports contained a small amount of information on the Nauset
Beach lights.

House of Representatives. "Report of I.W.P. Lewis, Civil Engineer, made
by Order of Hon. W. Forward, Secretary of the Treasury on the
Condition of Light-Houses, Beacons, Buoys, and Navigation, upon
the Coasts of Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts, in 1842."

Doc. No. 183. February 24, 1843. 27th Cong., 3rd Sess. Lewis's
report is very revealing about the condition of the Light-House
Establishment under Fifth Auditor Stephen Pleasonton. He singles
out the Nauset Beach lights as a horrible example of the conduct of

Pleasonton's administration.

House of Representatives. Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury
transmitting estimates of appropriations required for the Service of

the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1854. Ex. Doc. No. 2, 32nd
Cong., 2nd Sess. This document contains a list of keepers' salaries

for the period.

United States Statutes At Large . 5. Boston: Charles C. Little and
James Brown, 1850.

Secondary Works

Books

Baker, William A. A History of the Boston Marine Society , 1742-1967 .

Boston: Boston Marine Society, 1968. Baker was commissioned by
the Boston Marine Society to compile its history. Although the book
is dull and redundant, it does cover the history of that organization
quite well and mentions how the Nauset Beach lights came into

existence.

Holland, Francis Ross, Jr. America's Lighthouses : Their Illustrated

History Since 1716 . Brattleboro, Vermont: The Stephen Greene
Press, 1972. Holland's work has been accepted as the standard
account of the lighthouse service. Factually, it is a good balanced
work. His opinions, however, indicate that he lacks a general
knowledge of American history.

Johnson, Arnold B. The Modern Light-House Service . Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1890. Johnson was a Light-House
Service employee who was asked to produce a study of his

organization. Except for not presenting the controversy over
Stephen Pleasonton's administration of the Lighthouse Establishment,
Johnson wrote one of the best accounts of the service up to 1889

and can still be considered an excellent book on the early history of

lighthouses.
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Weiss, George. The Lighthouse Service : Its History , Activities and
Organization . Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1926. Weiss's

work is very similar to that of Arnold Johnson. He, of course,
continued the story beyond the 1889 date of Johnson's book.

Articles

"Light-House Construction and Illumination." Putnam's Magazine . 8

(August 1856) 198-213. The article gives a general history and
description of lighthouse construction and lighting through the ages.

Munroe, Kirk. "From Light to Light: A Cruise of the Armeria Supply
Ship." Scribner's Magazine . 20 (October 1896) 460-75. An
interesting account of the methods used to supply lighthouses.

Nordhoff, Charles. "The Light-Houses of the United States." Harper's
New Monthly Magazine . 48 (March 1874) 465-77. The article

discusses the development of the American Lighthouse Service.
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Architecture Component Bibliography

Edgerton, Charles E. "The Wire-Nail Association of 1895-96." Political

Science Quarterly 12, no. 2:246-47.

This article focuses on the economic, political and legal causes of the
rpaid transition from widespread use of cut nails to widespread use
of wire nails.

Feilden, Bernard M. Conservation of Historic Buildings . London:
Butterworth & Co. Ltd., 1982. The definitive guide to the practice
of historic preservation and architectural conservation.

Fleming, John, Hugh Honour, and Nikolaus Pevsner, eds. Penguin
Dictionary of Architecture . 3rd ed. New York: Penguin Books,
1980.

General reference for architectural terminology.

Fontana, Bernard L., J. Cameron Greenleaf, et al. "Johnny Ward's
Ranch: A Study in Historic Archeology." The Kiva 28

(October-December 1962): 48.

Discussion of the validity of wire and cut nails used for dating

archeological contexts.

Gettens, Rutherford J., and George L. Stout. Painting Materials . New
York: Dover Publications, 1966.

Standard reference for historical paint research.

Harris, Cyril M., ed . Dictionary of Architecture and Construction . New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1975.

General reference for architectural terminology.

Nelson, Lee H., "Nail Chronology as an Aid to Dating Old Buildings,"

(American Association for State and Local History Technical Light 48,

History News, Vol. 24, No. 11, November, 1968. Nashville,

Tennessee)

.

Discusses evolution in manufacture of nails commonly used in

building construction and how to "read" the evidence of

manufacturing technology on the nails.

Peterson, Charles E., ed . Building Early America : Contributions toward

the History of a Great Industry , Radnor, PA: Chilton Book Co.,

1976.
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A compilation of papers on early American construction technology
presented at a symposium in Philadelphia.

Russell and Erwin Manufacturing Company, Illustrated Catalogue of

American Hardware , 1865 . Reprint ed. Baltimore: Association for

Preservation Technology, 1980.

Comprehensive catalogue of all types of hardware. Used here
primarily for terminology and identification.

Timmons, Sharon, ed. Preservation and Conservation : Principles and
Practices . Washington: National Trust for Historic Preservation,
1976. Proceedings of a conference by that title.
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As the Nation's principal conservation agency, the Department of the

Interior has basic responsibilities to protect and conserve our land and
water, energy and minerals, fish and wildlife, parks and recreation

areas, and to ensure the wise use of all these resources. The
Department also has major responsibility for American Indian reservation

communities and for people who live in island territories under U.S.
administration. NPS D-56, February 1986
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